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ABSTRACT

An experimental test plan has been prepared for DOE/METC review and approval to
develop a filter media suitable for multi-contaminant control in granular-bed filter (GBF)
applications. The plan includes identification, development, and demonstration of
methods for enhanced media morphology, chemical reactivity, and mechanical strength.
The test plan includes media preparation methods,physical and chemical characterization
methods for fresh and reacted media, media evaluation criteria, details of test and
analytical equipment, and test matrix of the proposed media testing.

A filter media composed of agglomerated limestone and clay was determined to be the
best candidat9 for multi-contaminate control in GBF operation. The combined
limestone/clay agglomerate has the potential to remove sulfur and alkali species, in
addition to particulate, and possibly halogens and trace heavy metals from coal process
streams.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The objectiveof this phaseof the contract isto develop a chemically reactivefilter media
suitable for granular-bed filter (GBF) operation that is capable of removing a combination
of pollutants in high temperature and high pressure (HTHP) gas streams from processes
being developed for advanced coal utilization. The Department of Energy identified
control of the following contaminants to be of interest: sulfur compounds, nitrogen
compounds, alkali compounds, halogenated compounds and tars. The primary emphasis
of this test program will be the development of a GBF media composed of limestone and
clay for the control of sulfur and alkali species in coal gas streams.

The developed media would also have the potential for the control of halogenated
compounds, trace metals and tars. Except for the sorption of chlorine which will be
investigated as part of the program which is directed at determining the effect of HCI on
the sorption of alkali, these areas are not pursued in the proposed bench scale tests in
order to concentrate efforts in the areas of sulfur and alkali control which appear to have
the greatest chance of success. The developed media will be checked for reactivity with
respect to halogenated compounds and trace metals as part of the pilot scale evaluation
of the sorbent. Preliminary investigations on the control of nitrogen compounds
suggested the use of a fixed bed of catalyst. If such catalysts are developed and are
sufficiently rugged, it may be possible to incorporate them in a GBF. The test plan does
not propose pursuing the control of nitrogen compounds at this time.

1.2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF GRANULAR-BED FILTERS FOR MULTI-
CONTAMINANT CONTROL

The many possible approaches for the incorporation of a multi-contaminant control media
in a GBF have been narrowed down to the following two concepts. In the preferred
concept, the media used in the GBF would be composed of chemically reactive spheres
of the same 6 mm size as that used for particulate control. In the second concept, the
filter media is composed of two distinct size distributions. Larger, 6 mm diameter spheres
would be the same inert media used for particulate control. In addition to this inert media,
a smaller 2 mm diameter, chemically reactive media would be used. Both concepts use
chemically reactive media with finite life. The frequency of removal and replacement of
the chemically reactive media would depend on its reactivityand the extent of conversion
in a single pass through the filter.

The first concept, of a filter with 6 mm diameter, chemically reactive spheres, is the
preferred approach because it is similar to filter operation for only particulate control. The
separation of different media sizes would not be required. The large size media would



maintain the high gas flow through the filter at a low pressure drop. In the case where
the chemically active media is mainly limestone, the limestone media would circulate
through the filter an average of 12.6 times before being discharged from the filter and
replaced with fresh reactive media.

A 6 mm chemically reactive media will need sufficientattrition resistanceand mechanical
strength for multiple passes through the filter. We believe that such a media can be
produced. Failing to produce 6 mm spherical media with acceptable chemical reactivity
and mechanical strength would necessitate the second concept of a dual filter media
approach. The filter bed would be composed of large inert media mixed with smaller
chemically reactive media. A smaller 2 mm diameter, chemically reactive media would
have higher strength and better attrition properties than larger 6 mm reactive media. The
larger inert media would be the main component of the filter bed fulfilling the requirement
of a circulating media enabling a high gas flow through the filter with only a slight increase
in the pressure drop. The smaller chemically reactive media, after a single pass through
the filter, would be separated pneumatically from the larger media in the lift pipe or
removed by gradual attrition in the pneumatic conveying system.

There are many possible materialswhich could be incorporated intoa chemically reactive
media. We have narrowed the field to three types of media: a reactive media composed
of limestone and claywhich could be used for control of sulfur, alkali, halogens, and some
trace metals in either coal gasification or combustion processes at temperatures of
1550°F to 1800° F; a reactive media composed of nahcolite (NaHCO3)which could be
used for the removal of chlorides and fluorides in coal gasification processes at
temperatures of 1100°F; or a reactive media of zinc titanate for the removal of H2S. The
limestone/clay media and the nahcolite media would be a non-regenerable sorbent. The
zinc titanate media would require regeneration in a reactor separate from the GBF. Of
the three types of media, the one believed to be the best candidate for success in GBF
operation for a HTHP application is a reactive media of limestone and clay. The
proposed test program will be concerned with the development of a limestone/clay media
and an evaluation of the mechanical properties of the regenerable zinc titanate sorbent.

1.3 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Previouswork at New York University demonstrated that the GBF is effective and can
meet New Source Performance Standards for HTHP particulate removal (Wilson and
Haas, 1989). Besides removing particulate,the GBF has the potential of removing other
pollutants in the gas streams. The GBF is an excellent gas/solids contactor. It has gas
residence times in the order of several seconds, solids residence times in the order of
several hours, uniform gas flow across the media, and the counter-current flow of gas and
media for maximum driving potential.



Besides particulate, the contaminants of major concern in the advanced coal utilization
processes are sulfur compounds, nitrogen compounds, alkali compounds, halogenated
compounds, tars, and trace metals such as cadmium and mercury (Bossart eta!., !990).
A GBF which is able to capture particulate and one or more of these additional
contaminants would have significant benefits over just a particulate removal system. GBF
operation for particulate removal by impact on filter media is very efficient and may be
extended to include multi-contaminant control with the proper selection of filter media.
The filter media would act as a sorbent for individual or combined removal of
contaminants.

1.3.1 Limestone for Sulfur Control

The control of sulfur emissions has historically been the major thrust of pollution control
systems and still remains a primary focus of innovative technology. In combustion
systems, the need is for the removal of SO2 and for gasification, the need is for the
removal of H2S. Of the many potential sorbents which may be suitable as a filter media
for the control of sulfur emissions, limestone is the most commonly used sorbent in
combustion and gasification processes due to its basic nature, its widespread availability,
and it being a relatively inexpensive sorbent. For these three reasons, limestone was
chosen as the best approach for sulfur removal in a GBF application.

Limestone, though widely used, has its shortcomings as a sulfur sorbent. In its natt_ral
form, calcined limestone has relatively poor chemical reactivity (sulfurabsorption rate and
total sulfur capacity) (Shen and Albanese, 1978; Voss, 1983; Spitsbergen et al., 1988).
This low reactivity results in large consumptions of limestone (and large quantities of
waste) for effective sulfur control in once-through processes. Calcined limestone has
poor attrition characteristics so that particulates are carried over into the process gases
(Yoo and Steinberg, 1983). This high attrition loss also results in large consumptions of
limestone. To become a more effective sulfur sorbent, the reactivity and mechanical
strength of calcined limestone have to be enhanced.

Previous investigators have found that agglomeratingfinely powdered limestone improved
its chemical reactivity and the temperature range of its reactivity, and that addition of
binders during agglomeration could improve mechanical strength. Shen and Albanese
(1978), Voss (1983), and Spitsbergen et al. (1988) all demonstrated that calcined
agglomerates of powdered limestone have considerably higher reactivity than calcined,
similar-sized particles of the naturally occurring stone and may have increased
mechanical strength. Zhang et al. (1989) demonstrated that not only is the chemical
reactivity of calcined limestone improved by agglomeration, but also the temperature
range for chemical reactivity.

The 0.85 to 1 mm size pellets of agglomerated fine limestone powder with colloidal silica
binder prepared at Brookhaven National Laboratory were more accessible, reactive to
SO2and attrition resistant than the raw limestone particles (Shen and Albanese, 1978).
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Sulfation conversion was 55% for the calcined pellets versus 35% for calcined limestone
particles. The rates of sulfation for the pellets were about 1.5to 2 times greater than that
of the limestone particles. Attrition loss for the calcined limestone particles was about 3
times higher than that of the calcined pellets. Higher sulfation conversions of 20 to 46%
for agglomerates and 8 to 22% for natural limestones, greater SO=absorption capacity
before breakthrough, and greater sulfation rates for the 0.5 to 1.2 mm diameter, calcined
agglomerated pellets over the calcined natural limestones were reported at Engelhard
Corporation (Voss, 1983). The effectiveness of the agglomerated pellets was attributed
to the increase in porosity or pore volume during agglomeration. It was estimated that
the agglomeration of limestone increased its reactivity by at least two-fold and maybe up
to six times as much. Binder additions of clay and inorganic materials gave the calcined
pellets attrition resistance comparable to the calcined natural limestones.

The calcined agglomerates made from ground limestone tested at the University of
Twente had an internal pore volume which was 50% greater and a mean pore radius 20
to 40 times those of the calcined natural limestones (Spitsbergen et al., 1988). These
0.85 to 1 mm diameter calcined pellets had good attrition resistance compared to the
calcined, hard natural limestones and far superior resistance compared to the calcined,
soft natural limestones. Increasedsulfidation conversion of 90% and sulfation conversion
of 60% for these agglomerates were observed compared to 60% and 20 to 30%,
respectively, for the natural limestones. The high conversion rates resulted from the
porosity created by the macro pores formed during pellet agglomeration.

Limestona pellet work at Tsinghua University and Huazhong University of Science and
Technology tested sulfation conversion to elevated temperatures of 2000°F (Zhang et al.,
1989). Calcined, 2 mm size pellets, composed of crushed limestone and unspecified
combustible additives, had sulfation conversions over 50% for temperatures between
1650and 1950°F. The maximum sulfation conversion occurred at a temperature of about
1800°F. This was a drastic improvement over the 11 to 18% noted for calcined natural
limestones at temperatures of 1600°F. The high temperature sulfation success of the
pellets was credited to an improved microstructure over natural limestone. The limestone
pellets had an increased pore volume of 0.9 cm3/gwith pores evenly distributed within
suitable pore diameters of around 103to 104A (angstrom). Natural limestone, on the
other hand, had a pore volume of 0.4 cm3/g with pore diameters concentrated in the

. ranges smaller than 103A or larger than 104A.

The work of these investigators is encouraging in that they suggest that filter media
composed of agglomerated limestoneof 2 mm diameter can be readily made which could
have the high reactivity and mechanical strength for GBF operation in either combustion
or gasification processes. The potential also exists for the successful agglomeration of
limestone to 6 mm diameter size possessing the reactivity and mechanical strength
required.



1.3.1.1 Limestonefor the Controlof HydrogenSulfide

Background Limestone can react directly with H2S by the reaction route shown in
equation 1. If the temperature is high enough, the limestone first calcines to calcium
oxide and reacts by the route shown in equations 2 and 3.

CaCO3+ H2S= CaS + CO2+ H20 (1)

CaCO3 = CaO + CO2 (2)

CaO + H2S= CaS + H20 (3)

CaO + COS = CaS + CO2 (4)

CO + HsO = COs + Hs (5)

Carbony; sulfide also reacts with calcium oxide as shown in equation 4. The extent of
the above reactions are limited by the equilibrium concentrations.

The calcination of calcium carbonate is determined by the temperature and partial
pressure of the carbon dioxide. Equation 6 gives an expression for the relationship
between the carbon dioxide partial pressure and the calcination temperature of calcium
carbonate. Since most gasification processes operate at elevated pressures, the
calcination temperature is greater than that at atmospL:_ricconditions. Figure 1 shows
the relationship between calcination temperature and COs partial pressure as given by
equation 6.

log Ks = log (Pcos)= -8799.7/T, + 7.521 (6)

where K2 is the equilibrium constant ,0
for equation 2 (arm), Pco= is the

equilibrium partial pressure of COs _ -(atm), and T, i.s the temperature (K)

(Byran, !988). ! , _

The equilibrium constants for | -
equations 1, 3 (Byran, 1988) and 4 | -
(Prudy, 1984) are respectively: _o.,- _ l i l i l,

14C0 1500 1600 1700 leO0 19Q0 2000 2100
TEMPBL_I_ (IF)

Figure 1 Limestone Calcination
Temperature



log K1= log ({H20}{CO2}{P}/{H2S}) = 7.253-5280.5/T, (7)

log Ks = log ({H20}/{H2S}}=3519.2/-Tk - 0.268 (8)

log K4 = In({CO2}{H2S}/{H20}/{COS})=-1.352+(4378.7)/Tk (9)

where K1 is the equilibrium constant for equation 1, K3 is the equilibrium constant for
equation 3, K4 is the equilibrium constant for equation 4, P is the gasifier pressure,
{H20} is the mole fraction of water vapor in the fuel gas, {CO2} is the mole fraction of
carbon dioxide, {H2S} is the mole fraction of hydrogen sulfide, {COS} is the mole
fraction of carbonyl sulfide, and Tk is the temperature (K) of the fuel gas. The
concentration of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, water vapor, and hydrogen are
assumed to be in equilibrium via the water gas shift reaction, equation 5, and are
determined from a general equilibrium computer program. Equations 7, 8, and 9 can
be used to determine the equilibrium concentrations of the hydrogen sulfide and
carbonyl sulfide.

Reactions 1 and 2 are both endothermic reactions which need to be accounted for in
a heat balance on a GBF which uses limestone to react with H2S. The heat of
reaction for reaction 1 at 1700°F is 560 Btu/Ib of CaCO3 and for reaction 2, the heat of
reaction is 745 Btu/Ib CaCO3.

KRW Gasitier Table 1 shows the fuel gas constituents entering the gas turbine.
The fuel gas prior to the gas turbine is quenched with steam to lower its temperature
from 1900° F. The ratio of steam to fuel gas is 0.21 Ib steam/Ib product gas. Knowing
the amount of steam dilution, the composition of the gas leaving the gasifier can be
calculated. It is assumed that the methane is frozen and the water gas shift reaction
is in equilibrium. The gas composition can be calculated as a function of temperature
and the equilibrium concentration of hydrogen sulfide and carbonyl sulfide determined.



Table 1 KRW GasifierGas Composition(Vol. %)

Gas Turbine Inlet GBF Inlet GBF Outlet

CO 7.77 25.5 25.6
H2 20.63 13.3 13.8
CO2 14.39 4.7 5.7
CH4 0.64 0.9 0.9
N2 38.67 50.1 49.2
Ar 0.45 0.6 0.6
H20 19.44 4.4 4.2
H_S 0.00 0.4413 0.0106
COS not available not available 0.0013

Figure 2 shows the results of these
calculations. The equilibrium H2S
concentration decreases with =o-

temperature until a minimum value of 90 _ =_ _
ppmv is reached at the calcination |
temperature of calcium carbonate, _ '"-
1692°F. After the calcium carbonate _ ,=-
calcines to calcium oxide, the equilibrium ° , _

COl

concentration of H2S increases with _-'-'3----:----T-"-_0

temperature "= '_ '_ "_ ''" '_ "_" 11_MI_IIAlUIEdr)

As indicated by equation 9, the
equilibrium concentration of COS

depends on the concentration of H_S. Figure 2 Equilibrium Concentrations
The minimum equilibrium COS of H=s and COS for KRWGas
concentrationis 11 ppmv and it also
occursat 1692°F.

Pilotplanttestsconductedat IGT (Goyal,1988) showedthat intheirgasifier,it ispossible
to achieve85% or more approachto the equilibriumconcentrationof H2S. Assumingan
85% approachtothe equilibriumconcentrationof H2S,the H2Sconcentrationat theoutlet
of the scrubberwouldbe 106 ppmv. If the COS hasthe same approachto itsequilibrium
concentration,its concentrationwouldbe 13 ppmv. The combinedconcentrationof H2S
and COS wouldbe 119 ppmvwhichcorrespondsto 97.3% sulfurremovalfor the 2.68%
sulfurcoal used in the Wansleystudy(SouthernCompanyServices,1991).



Process Flow Sheet for GBF A GBF using limestone media should be able to remove
H2Sand COS to within85% of their equilibriumconcentrations(Goyal, 1988). Figure3
shows the process flow sheet for a MCC GBF for the removal of H2S, COS, and
particulate. The KRW gasifier outlet temperature is about 1900°F. The optimum
temperature for sulfur removalfrom the KRW fuel gas is about 1700°F. The fuel gas
from the gasifierneedsto be cooledto 1800°F before enteringthe GBF. The fuel gas
stream should be cooled by indirect heat exchange instead of steam injection. An
increase in the water content of the fuel gas stream, increases the equilibrium
concentrationof H2S. As the gas passesthroughthe filter, it is cooledto 1700° F due to
the heating of the limestone media which enters at ambient conditions,due to
endothermicreactions1 and 2, and due to ambientheat losses. The heat loadis fairly
evenlysplitbetweenthe three duties.

The media circulation rate is determined by the ash loading to the filter such that 2.5%
of the ash/mediamixture is ash. The amount of limestone required for sulfur suppression
is considerably lower than the media circulation rate. As a consequence, the limestone
media circulates through the filter an average of 12.6 times before it is discharged from
the system. The limestone residence time in one pass through the filter is 0.93 hours so
that the average residence before discharge from the filter is 11.7 hours. It is likely that
the limestone will be almost completely utilized after one pass through the filter and
completely reacted by the time it discharges from the filter. In calculating the rate of
limestone utilization, a conservative calcium to sulfur ratio of 1.5 was used.

The process is very similar to that of a GBF used only for particulate control. The major
differences are that limestone media is added to the seal leg entering the top of the filter,
spent sorbent is removed from the bottom of the disengager, the filter operates at a
somewhat higher inlet gas temperature, and there is a larger temperature drop through
the filter. The limestone addition rate is 2.2 tons per hour. The particulate capture and
cleaning of the media are the same as in a standard GBF designed for particulatecontrol.
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1.3.1.2 Limestone for the Control of Sulfur Dioxide

Unlike the control of hydrogen sulfide with limestone, the control of sulfur dioxide is
not thermodynamically limited in a pressurized fluidized-bed combustor operating at 10
atmosphere pressure at temperatures below 1050°C (Newby et al., 1989). Assuming
that the PFBC has a limestone bed, a GBF with limestone media would be used as a
polishing sulfur dioxide absorber and as a particulate filter. In such an application, the
limestone/clay media would circulate through the GBF many times since the inlet
concentration of sulfur dioxide would be low. The media would have to have a high
attrition resistance to be able to circulate many times through the filter.

1.3.2 Limestone for Halogen Control

Chlorine and fluorine are present in coal as trace elements, and as such, are found in
coal gasification and combustion streams in concentrations ranging from 50 to several
thousand parts per million by volume (ppmv). These elements form acidic compounds
which can cause acidic corrosion in downstream equipment such as gas turbine
components and heat exchangers, and cause poisoning of molten carbonate fuel cell
electrodes (TRW, 1981). They also represent the release of acidic compounds to the
environment. For these reasons, it would be desirable to remove halogen contamination
from coal process streams.

Besidesthe control of sulfur, a GBF with a limestone sorbent has the potential to control
contaminants such as halogens. Work performed at Twente University (Akse et al., 1991)
found that calcined pellets of limestone were effective in absorbing HCI. The CaO reacts
with HCI to form CaCI2. At 600°C, a 70% conversion was obtained after a 25 minute
exposure and 80% conversion was obtained after 66 minutes. These limestone pellets
had good attrition characteristics after calcining. Similar studies on calcined limestone
pellets at 500°C by Peukert and Loftier (1993) achieved conversions over 90% for the
sorption of HCI.

In coalcombustionstudies,Chughtai (1988) reported that lime (CaO) reactswith HCI and
HF to produce CaCI2and CaF2,respectively, but no values for removal efficiencies were
given. Work by Colclough and Carr (1990) found that limestone addition to the furnace
increasedthe chlorine concentration in the bottom ash and fines. Chlorine concentrations
of 0.01% or less were increased to 0.2% in the bottom ash and up to 5.6% in the fines
trapped by the filtration system. Dolomite addition to the combustor can increase the
halogens retained in the ash just as limestone. Dale and Williams (1988) reported a 28%
or higher increase in the retention of chlorine, fluorine, and bromine in the combustor fly
ash and the furnace ash with only 5.5% dolomite addition.
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Munzner and Schilling (1985) found the in-bed retention of fluorine by finely powdered,
calcined limestone to be much higher than that of chlorine at temperatures of 750 to
950°C. Fluorine retention was about 95% compared to about 5% for chlorine at 850°C.
The low chlorine retention isn't surprising as the melting point for CaCI2is around 782°C
while that of CaF2 is around 1360°C.

Liang et al. (1991) predicted the distribution of the halogens in fluidized-bed combustors
with limestoneaddition. In the temperature range of 700 to 950°C, the study predicts that
bromine and iodine always remain in the gas phase which can explain the non-existent
capture of either by the calcined limestone. For chlorine and fluorine, as the temperature
was increased from 700 to 950°C, the amount of each in the gas phase was found to
increase. Chlorine capture by the calcined limestone was low at 15 to 30%. Equilibrium
calculations predicted that fluorine was the only halogen which might be effectively
retained by calcined limestone under FBC conditions and the temperature range of 700
to 950°C.

The work of previous researchers shows that CaO is capable of reacting with halogens,
particularly chlorine and fluorine as HCIand HF, in coal process streams. Calcium oxide
or limestone as calcined, pelletized material could be used as the reactive media in a
granular-bed fitter for halogen control. Though halogen capture will not be pursued in this
test program, the resultant sorbent media developed in this program may be suitable for
halogen control in coal process streams at lower temperatures in the range of 1100 to
1200°F.
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1.3.3 Clay for Alkali Control

The presence of alkali species in PFBC or !GCC gas streams is of concern because of
the potential corrosion which alkali species can cause in a gas turbine. Also, alkali
species are associated with low melting compounds which can provide the "glue" for
forming deposits on turbine and heat exchanger surfaces. For these reasons, turbine
manufacturers have placed restrictions on the amount of alkali (sodium and potassium)
that can enter a gas turbine. The acceptable levels of alkali in the fuel gas stream
entering the turbine combustor ranges from 50 to 200 ppbw depending on the gas
temperature and the turbine manufacturer (Tamhankar and Wen, 1981). More recent
studies are more stringent giving the permissible inlet concentration to the turbine itself
as 24 ppbw (Bossart et al., 1990; Lee and Myles, 1987). These levels are below the
expected alkali levels in coal process streams (Zakkay et al., 1985; Ciliberti and Lippert,
1986; Krishnan et al., 1990) so alkali concentration must be controlled.

Several investigators have reported successful alkali removal from high temperature gas
streams with sorbents of activated bauxite, attapulgus clay, calcium montmorillonite clay,
diatomaceous earth, kaolin clay, and emathlite clay. Activated bauxite and diatomaceous
earth have been reported to effectively capture NaCI, KCI, and K2SO+(Lee and Johnson,
1980). Sorbent screening experiments found diatomaceous earth, +._ttapulgusclay, and
activated bauxite to be the most effective for removal of alkali (Jain and Young, 1985).
Results showed that either diatomaceous earth or activated bauxite could be used for
99% removal of alkalies using 0.6 to 1.0 mm diameter sorbent with contact times greater
than 0.2 seconds.

Emathlite, a type of fullers earth, was found to be a leading getter of alkali (Bachovchin
et al., 1986). The clay had a high capacity for sodium and binds the sodium irreversibly.
At extreme conversions, the clay was found to become sticky. This could be a problem
for GBF operation but is unlikely to occur as these extreme conversions are not
realistically obtained and the anticipated fraction of clay within the agglomerated pellet is
small. Kaolin, bauxite, and emathlite were all found to be capable of removing alkali from
coal conversion streams (Uberoi et al., 1990). Kaolinand emathlite sorption of alkali was
an irreversible process. The maximum sorption capacity of the kaolin was about 25%
while that of bauxite and emathlite was about 15%. During screening of alkali sorbents,
calcium montmorillonite clay was found to be superior and was chosen for further
investigation (McLaughlin, 1990).

All of these sorbents are capable of alkali removal but only a few can be considered
within the scope of this program. Of these alkali sorbents tested, bauxite was reported
to be fractionally irreversible with alkali removal being 10% chemical sorption and 90%
physisorption (physically absorbed as water solublealkali) (Lee and Johnson, 1980)while
only kaolin and emathlite were reported to react irreversibly with alkali (Bachovchin et al.,
1986; Uberoi et al., 1990). Bauxite is also a relativelyexpensive sorbent which would not
be suitable as a non-regenerable sorbent. Work on limestone agglomeration found
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attapulgusclay to be an effectivebinding agent (Voss, 1983). With these points in mind,
an alkali sorbent of kaolin, attapulgus or emathlite clay in conjunction with limestone will
be investigated.

The reaction of alkali with clay is thought to proceed by the reactions 10, 11, and 12.

2 NaCI + H20 + SiO== Na_SiO3+ 2 HCI (10)

2 NaCI + H20 + AI203+ 02 = 2 NaAIO2+ 2 HCI (11)

2 NaCI + 3 H20 + B=O3+ 02 = 2 NaBO3.H20+ 2 HCI (12)

Bachovchin (Bachovchin et al., 1986) developed a model of a fixed bed reactor using
cylindrical peqets of emathlite, a calcium montmorillonite clay mined in Florida, for the
removal of alkali from coal gasification streams. We adapted the model to a spherical
pellet geometry and to a circulating bed as used in a GBF. The predicted sorbent life
would be 7400 hours for a 20 ft deep bed. The sorbent would contain 17.3% Na at the
end of its life. The inlet sodium concentration used in the model is 10 ppmv and the
outlet is 20 ppbv. A lower bed depth corresponds to a shorter sorbent life and lower
sorbent utilization. A fixed bed reactor having a similar bed depth would have a life of
8400 hours and an average Na pick up of 19.7%. Details of the model used to predict
alkali capture in a GBF with a clay sorbent are given in Appendix A.

1.3.4 Clay for Trace Metals Control

Besides the control of sulfur and alkali, a GBF has the potential to control other
contaminants such as tars and trace metals, In a gasification environment, activated
carbon may be suitable for the capture of heavy metals and possibly the cracking of tars.
The 1100-1200°F temperature used in the zinc ferrite process for the absorption of H2S
would be the upper temperature limit for the use of activated carbon. This limiting
temperature of 1200°F is significantly below the optimum temperature for sulfur removal
with limestone.

Recent work at the University of Arizona indicates the potential of porous solids such as
bauxite, kaolin or activated alumina for the absorption of heavy metals such as lead or
cadmium (Uberoi and Shadman, 1991a). Results have shown that bauxite was
considerably moreeffective than kaolinite for the sorptionof cadmium vapors (Uberoi and
Shadman, 1991b). The lower effectivenessof kaolinite was explained during examination
of the particle which showed an almost completely reacted surface with an unreacted
interior. This surface reaction is also typical of dense, natural limestones reactions with
sulfur. Therefore, the use of kaolinite in an agglomerated pellet with large micro-pores
may allow higher utilization just as it does for the sorption of sulfur species by limestone
agglomerates. The kaolinite had a lower water soluble fraction of sorbed cadmium than
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the bauxitewhich is desirable from the point of view of ultimatedisposal. Also studied
was the sorption of lead vapors by various sorbents and kaolinite was found to be the
most effective (Uberoi, 1990).

Limestone and dolomite were found to be effectivefor the removal of zinc and lead
vaporsfrom simulatedflue gases (Mojtahediet al., 1989). Dolomite,with itsmoreopen
pore structure,removed82% of the leadvaporsand 19% of the zincvapors. Limestone
removed41% of the lead vapors and 81% of the zinc vapors. The sorptionof lead
vaporsmay possiblybe improvedbythe agglomerationof limestoneto givea moreopen
pore structuresimilarto dolomite.

Fromthe workof these investigators,a hightemperaturesorbentcomposedof kaolinite,
bauxite, limestoneor dolomitecould be capable of heavy metals removalfrom coal
processstreams. These same materialshave provento be effectivefor the captureof
alkaliesand sulfurspecies.

1.3.5 Limestone/ClayMedia for Combined Sulfur, Alkali, Halogen, andTrace Metals
Control

As discussedin the previous sections,numerous studies have been performed to find
sorbents for the individual removal of sulfur, alkali, halogen, and heavy metals from coal
processstreams. For sulfur removal, agglomerated limestone was chosen as the favored
sorbent. Either kaolin, attapulgus or emathlite clay may be effective for alkali removal.
Agglomerated limestone may be effective for halogen removal. For heavy metals
removal, the same materials for sulfurand alkali removal,except attapulgus and emathlite
clay, were found to be effective at high temperatures. Therefore, an agglomerated
sorbent of limestone and clay composition may possibly perform the multi-function of
sulfur, alkali, halogen, and heavy metals removal from flue gases making it much more
attractive than just a single contaminant sorbent. It is our intent to find a suitable GBF
filter media composed of limestone and clay which is effective for the removal of sulfur
and alkali, and possibly halogens and trace heavy metals.
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SECTION 2

FILTER MEDIA PREPARATION,CHARACTERIZATION, AND EVALUATION

2.1 MANUFACTURING PARAMETERS

The sorbents to be considered suitable as filter media have to possessacceptable
chemical reactivity and mechanical strength for the circulating conditions present in
granular-bed filter (GBF) systems. The important parameters in the manufacturing
process of sorbents identified as possibly enhancing mechanical strength are:

• Pellet size

• Pellet shape

• Chemical composition

• Particle size

• Binder type

• Binder content

• Cure temperature

• Cure duration

• Pelletization equipment

Testing for all these parameters as variables would be a very large test matrix, beyond
a feasible (economic and test duration) scope of this program. To maximize test efforts,
the nine variables are narrowed down to those which have been demonstrated to have
a major impact on mechanical strength and chemical reactivity, and to those which do not
affect the conceptual design of the GBF.

The four selected test variables are:

1. Particle size

2. Binder type

3. Binder content

4. Pelletization equipment
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The otherparameterswillbe held constantfor the sorbenttestingat the followingvalues.

• Pellet size: 6 mm (2 mm if notmechanicallystable)

• Pellet shape: spherical

• Chemical composition: limestone with 5% by weight dry clay

• Cure temperature: 230°F

• Cure duration: 24 hours

The chemicalcompositionof the sorbentsto be tested isa mixture of limestoneandclay.
Longviewis the design limestoneto be used at DOE's Power System Development
Facility,locatedat SouthernCompanyServices'Wilsonvillefacilityand as such, is the
limestonewhichwillbe used inthe test program. The claywillbe eitherkaolin,bauxitic
kaolin,attapulgus,or emathliteclay. The clayselectedwillbe the onesuperiorfor alkali
sorptionas determined by TGA (thermogravimetricanalysis). The mixtureof 5% by
weightclayadditionwas chosenas thiscontentshouldbe more thansufficientforalkali
controlofcoalprocessgases. A lowerclayadditionmay be possible,butthe optimization
of the sorbent'sclaycontentis notaddressed in thisphase of the program.

2.1.1 Particle Size

Agglomerationcreates a pellet with an open pore structure which increases its chemical
reactivity, but conversely, tends to decrease its mechanical strength (Ayala, 1991).
Besides high pellet reactivity, mechanical strength is an important parameter for GBF
operation as the sorbent must be circulated many times before it is discarded. Numerous
investigatorsusing agglomerated material have shownthat increasingly finer particles and
wider particle size distributions give agglomerated pellets with better strength properties
(Sastry et al., 1977; Ball et al., 1973). The finer and widely distributed particles tend to
pack into denser pellets decreasing its volume of void space or porosity. This reduction
in porosity gives a stronger pellet but with pellet strength may come a reduction in pellet
reactivity.

Agglomerate work by Akse et al. (1991) used two types of limestone fines with one
having particles less than 75 microns and the other having particles less than 150
microns. He mixed the two types of fines, with 75% by weight being the less than 75
micron fraction, and found that 0.5 to 1.0 mm diameter limestone agglomerates could be
made which typically had calcined and uncalcinedattrition losses of 2% by weight or less.
Voss (1983) made agglomerates from limestone powder containing about 75% by weight
finer than 44 micron particles. Agglomerates of 0.5 to 1.0 mm diameter could be made
having calcined and uncalcined attrition losses of 5% by weight or less.
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Zhang et al. (1989) made agglomeratesfrom pulverized limestonehaving less than 90
micronparticles. He found that the smaller, 2 mm calcinedagglomerateshad higher
calciumutilization(higherconversionof CaO to CaSO4)than calcinedagglomeratesof
6 mm size and larger. Testingfor the effect of particlesize, agglomerateswere made
from limestoneof 154-180 micronsand from limestoneof lessthan45 microns. Particle
size was found to have no strongeffect on the calciumutilizationfor the 2 to 6 mm
calcinedagglomerates. But in general,the smallerparticlesize, the higherthe calcium
utilizationforagglomerates4 mmandsmaller. However,for the 6 mm agglomerates,the
calciumutilizationwas 6% higherfor the agglomeratesmade from the 154-180 micron
limestonethan the agglomeratesmade from 45 micronlimestone.

Fora 2 mm, agglomeratedlimestonepellet,work by Peukertand Loftier(1993) showed
that particlesize had a major impacton the calcinedpellet chemical reactivity. They
foundthat the smallerthe particlesize of the sulfatedpellets,the higherthe conversion
was of CaO to CaSO4. Particlessizesof 60, 9.8, and 1.8 micronswere usedto make
the agglomerates. Fora GBF system,utilizingparticlesizes of 10 micronand smaller
greatlyadds to the costof sorbentproduction(refer to AppendixB).

From the work of the previous investigatorsand the economic considerations,the
agglomeratedpelletsinthistestprogramwillbe madewiththe followingtwoparticlesizes
and size distributions:

1. Limestoneof 80% less than 149 microns

2. Limestone of 80% less than 44 microns

In all cases, the particle size of the clay will be held constant at a minimum of 80% less
than 44 microns.

2.1.2 Blnder Type

Though the particle size of the agglomerates has a great impact on the mechanical
strength of the pellet, this particle size may not be sufficient to make a chemically reactive
pellet that has the required mechanical strength. Binders are used to improve pellet
strength. As with particle size, the goal is to find a binder which improves the pellet
mechanical strength without greatly reducing its chemical reactivity.

Binders have been successfully used to improve the mechanical strength of
agglomerates. Binders such as corn starch, Shur Bond, and lignon sulfonate have been
used for pelletizing fine coal (Conkle et al., 1992; Mehrotra and Sastry, 1981). Bentonite
(mostly clay mineral montmorillonite) and peridur (a cellulose derivative) have been
successful binders for iron ore (Sastry et al., 1985). Ayala (1991) using zinc ferrite
sorbent found a combination of bentonite and calcium sulfate binders to be superior in
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improvingpellet mechanicaldurabilitywhile maintaininghigh sulfidationreactivity. In
itself,agglomeratedportlandcement(PC III) hasbeen demonstratedto be a reactiveand
mechanicallystrongpellet (Yoo et al., 1982; Yoo et al., 1983).

For limestoneagglomerates,Akse et al. (1991) found that their calcinedand uncalcined
attritionresistanceimprovedwithsilicateor clayaddition. Starchadditivewas superior
to the silicateandclayadditivesfor the uncalcinedagglomerates,butwas slightlyinferior
for the calcinedagglomerates.Work by Voss (1983) demonstratedthat binderssuchas
attapulgiteclay, attapulgiteclaywith boricacid, and sodiumsilicategave the limestone
agglomeratescomparable,if notsuperior,mechanicalstrengthto the naturallimestones
in both the calcinedanduncalcinedstates. These calcinedagglomerateshad sulfation
reactivities(Ca to CaSO4conversion)whichwereoverfourtimeshigherthanthe calcined
natural limestonesexcept for the sodium silicatebinder which gave only a two-fold
increasein the sulfationreactivity.

With the previouswork in mind for metal oxide sorbents (limestoneand zinc ferrite), tha
binders to be tested are:

1. attapulgus clay and boric acid

2. sodiumsilicate

3. cornstarch

4. sodiumbentonite and calcium sulfate

5. sodium bentonite (high swelling)

6. calciummontmorillonite(low swellingbentonite)

7. calcium sulfate hemihydrate (plaster of paris)

8. portland cement (PC III)

9. Fluidized-BedCombustor (FBC) bed ash

2.1.3 Binder Content

As stated in Section2.1.2, eight inorganic and one organic binder will be tested as they
have been demonstrated to be effective in improving the mechanical strength of
agglomerated pellets. These binders have been used in concentrations ranging from 2%
to up to 15% by weight dry solids (neglecting PC Iii pellets which were 100% cement
solids). Binders add to the cost of the sorbent so minimizing their addition will keep
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sorbent raw material costsat a minimum. Large additions of binder not only increase
sorbent cost, but also reduce the amount of limestone in the sorbent available for sulfur
control and possibly trace metals control.

Akse et al. (1991) found limestone agglomerates with 3% silicate addition, or 2% clay or
starch addition to be the best performers. Concentrations of 15% attapulgite clay, of 15%
attapulgite clay with 2% boric acid and of 4% by weight sodium silicate were also found
to be effective for limestone agglomerates (Voss, 1983).

Work with zinc ferrite sorbent demonstrated that binder concentrations of 2% bentonite
and 10% calcium sulfate to be the superior formulation (Ayala, 1991). The addition of
portland cement and FBC bed ash as binders will be limited to 15% by weight dry solids.

A concentration of 4% by weight corn starch was superior in improving the mechanical
strength of pelletized fine coal (Conkle et al., 1992). Similarly in previous work, the
mechanical strength of the coal pellets was increased with increasing corn starch
concentration where a maximum concentration of 1.5% by weight corn starch was tested
(Mehrotra and Sastry, 1981).

It should also be noted that the clay alone in the chemical composition of the sorbent
formulation may perform the dual function of alkali removal as well as the mechanical
binding of the agglomerated pellet. For the attapulgus clay with boric acid binder, the 5%
clay for chemical composition will not be added.

Of the binders selected, the concentrations (% by weight) to be tested are:

1. 15% attapulgus clay with 2% boric acid

2. 2% and 4% sodium silicate

3. 2% and 4% corn starch

4. 2% sodium bentonite with 10% calcium sulfate

5. 2% and 5% sodium bentonite

6. 2% and 5% calcium montmorillonite

7. 5% and 10% calcium sulfate hemihydrate

8. 10% and 15% portland cement

9. 10% and 15% FBC bed ash
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For all water insoluble binders, the particle size will be held constant at a minimum of
80% less than 44 microns.

2.1.4 Pelletization Equipment

Besides the particle size, binder type and binder content of the agglomerates, the
equipment used for agglomerating the pellets has a significant effect on the mechanical
strength of the resultant pellets. There are four general types of agglomeration
equipment available for pellet formation. The first is a disc pelletizer which is the easiest
to operate and utilizes gravitational forces to produce balls or pellets. The second is a
type of mixer or blender such as a TurbulatorTM which is a more intense pelletizer than
the disc and often used for hard-to-pelletize material applications. A third type is an
extruder that forces a semi-solid through a die opening. And a fourth is a briquetterwhich
uses extreme compactive forces to form pellets or briquettes.

Of these four types of pelletization equipment, the most likely to yield acceptable pellets
for GBF operation is the disc pelletizer. The disc pelletizer has been widely used to
produce variously sized spherical pellets. Mixer/blending is limited to producing pellets
of about 3 mm diameter maximum size. Extrusion typically produces cylindrical pellets
which can be rounded into spherical or elliptical pellets in a disc pelletizer. The
briquetting process virtually eliminates the voidage within the pellet giving it superior
strength but minimal chemical reactivity.

For the productionof 6 mm pellets, the disc pelletizer and the extruder with disc pelletizer
may be utilized. Production of acceptable sorbent pellets will first be attempted with a
disc pelletizer and later with an extruder and rounding if unsuccessful with the disc
pelletizer. If an acceptable 6 mm or 2 mm sorbent pellet is not found with the disc
pelletizer, than 6 mm extruded and rounded sorbent will be evaluated.

2.1.5 Test Matrix of Sorbent Formulations

The four selected test variables of particle size, binder type, binder content, and
pelletization equipment have been broken down into the conditions which are to be tested
in Sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.4. Compiling these conditions gives a matrix of sorbent
formulations as shown in Table 2. This matrix has 68 possible formulations and natural
limestone. The goal is to find a formulation that possesses mechanical strength suitable
for the GBF.

As stated in Section 2.1.4, the production of an acceptable 6 mm diameter sorbent pellet
will first be attempted with the disc pelletizer. These formulations will have the suffix "A".
Starting with the disc pelletizer, the 68 formulations inTable 2.1 are reduced to 34. If the
disc pelletizer does not produce acceptable 6 mm pellets, pellets will be produced with
an extruder followed by rounding in the disc pelletizer. These formulations will have the
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suffix"B". Only5 formulationswill be testedfromthe possible34 formulations. These
willbe the 5 bestformulationspossessingthe superiormechanicalstrengthand chemical
reactivityfrom the screeningperformed on pelletsproducedwith the disc pelletizer.

Table 2.1: Malz'ix of Sorbent Formulations

" ParticleSize Binder I Form. produ_ion ,,

PelletForm Conc. _-_-"__$_i.;_;.':_.._-._ .-

Natural 6 mm _ -- 1 -- --.
0% 2 A

Attapulgus Clay 15%
wl BoricAcid 2% 3 A

Sodium 2% 4 A
Silicate 4% 5 A, ,.

Corn 2% 6 A
4% 7 A

Bentonite wl 2% ........
CalciumSulfate 10% 8 A....

80% less Sodium L 2% 9 A
thth Bentonite 5% 10 A

149 microns Calcium 2% 11 A
Montmorillonite 5% 12 A
CalciumSulfate 2% 13 A

Hemihydrate 5% 14 ..... A
Portland 10% 15 A....

Cement 15% 16 A Best5
FBC Spent 10% 17 ' A of

Limestone/Clay BedAsh 15% 18 A Form.s
Agglomerate(1) _ 0% 19 ,._ A 2A

AttapulgusClay 15% thru
wl BoricAcid 2% 20 A 35A,,,

Sodium 2% 21
Silicate 4% 22 A
Corn 2% 23 A ,,,

Starch 4% 24 A
Bentonite wl 2%

CalciumSulfate 10% 25 A
80% less Sodium 2% 26 A

than Bentonite 5% 27 A
44 microns Calcium 2% 28 A

MontmoriUonite 5% 29 A....

CalciumSulfate 2% 30 A......

Hemihydrate 5% 31 A
Portland 10% 32 A....

Cement 15% 33 A

FBC Spent 10% 34 ,. A ......
Bed Ash 15% 35 A

(1) The agglomeratewithbinderofattapulgusclaywillnothavethe 5% clay additionfor alkalicontrol.
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL TEST PLAN

2.2.1 Sorbent Preparation

A. Pellet Preparation for Initial Screening Tests

Screeningtests will be performedon the 34 sorbentformulationsgiven in Table 2 for
pelletproductionutilizingthe disc pelletizer. In preparationfor the pelletizationof the
formulations,400 Ibsof 1/4 inchnominallimestonewillbe pulverizedinto200 Ib batches
of 80% lessthan 149 micronsand 80% lessthan44 microns.The batchesof pulverized
limestone should be well mixed and stored until use. A screen analysis on a
representativesamplefor eachparticlesizewillbe runto determinethe size distribution.

A disk pelletizerwill be used to prepare the initial formulations.The dry mixtureof
limestone,clay, and binderare wetted withwater to get 10% by weightinitialmoisture
content.Thisinitialwettingallowsthe mixtureto tumbleversusslideinthe discpelletizer.
Water soluble binders will be dissolved into solution to give the required binder
concentrationona drybasisassuming10%byweightinitialmoisturecontentof the solids
mixture.

The wettedmixturewillbe agglomeratedat varyingwatersprayratesto formpelletswith
maximum green strength. The drop test described in Section2.2.2 will be used to
measure pellet green strength. At the optimumwater contentgivingmaximum pellet
green strength,a 0.5 Ib batch of 2 mm and a 0.5 Ib batch of 6 mm pellets will be
generated.

The screenedpelletsare curedby drying inan oven at 230°F for 24 hours. Pelletsare
thenallowedto coolto roomtemperatureof about70°F. Pelletsare storedina moisture-
freeenvironment.PelletshavingPC III orcalciumsulfatebinderswillbe storedina moist
environmentat 100°F for 48 hours.The cementingpropertiesof these bindersinvolve
hydraulicreactionsrequiringthe presenceof water.

Shouldthe diskpelletizerfail to produce6 mm pelletswithadequatestrengthproperties,
limitedtestingwouldbe conductedwitha extruderfollowedby a spheronizer to produce
round6 mm pellets. Extrusionfollowedby spheronizationhas been used to produced
highlyattritionresistantzinctitinatepellets. The mostpromising5 formulationsprepared
on the disk peiletizerwouldbe pelletizedusinga benchextruder. These pelletswould
thenbe testedfor crushstrength,attritionresistance,and chemicalreactivity. If it is not
possibleto make a 6 mm pellet with adequate properties,the characteristicsof 2 mm
pelletsproducedwiththe disk pelletizerwillbe evaluated.
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B. Pellet Preparation for Batch Testing

Basedonthe resultsof the initialscreeningtests,5 formulations willbe chosenfor fu_her
evaluation.A five poundbatchof 6 mmpelletsfor each formulationat itsoptimumwater
contentwillbe prepared,cured,and storeduntiltesting.

C. Pellet Preparationfor PneumaticLift Pipe/MovingBed AttritionTest and Alkali
Sorption Tests

A 75 Ib batch of 6 mm pellets of what is deemed to be the best sorbent formulationwill
be prepared and cured.

2.2.2 Physical Characterizationof Sorbents

The physicalpropertiesof the pelletswill be evaluated in terms of the particle morphology
of pellet size, shape, pore volume, and moisture content. The mechanical strength of
the pellets will be determined in terms of drop strength, crush strength, and attrition
resistance. Pellets which exhibit superior strength characteristics will be evaluated further
for their chemical reactivity.

A. Description of Mechanical Strength Tests

The mechanical strength of the sorbents will be demonstrated in four tests. The four
tests are drop test, crush strength test, attrition resistance test, and a specialized
pneumatic lift pipe/moving bed attrition test.

• The drop test is a test for pellet handling strength. Individual pellets of a
sorbent formulation are dropped from a height of 18 inches onto a stainless
steel pan. Pellets are dropped until they break or shatter into pieces. The
number of drops before breakage is recorded for each pellet. The number
of drops are averaged over a minimum of 15 pellets for each sorbent
formulation.

• Crush strength test is a test for pellet loading (deadweight load) strength.
Pellet crush strength is measured by a compression tester which subjects
a single pellet to an increasing load until breakage occurs. The load or
force measured at breakage is averaged over a minimum of 20 pellets.

• Attrition resistance test will measure pellet durability. Attrition resistance is
determined according to and following ASTM D 4058-92 procedure,
"Standard Test Method for Attrition and Abrasion of Catalysts and Catalyst
Carriers". Approximately 100 grams of sample pellets are weighed and
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transferredto a clean cylindricaldrum. The cylindricaldrumhas an inside
diameter of 10 inchesand inside length of 6 inches with a single radial
baffle,2 incheshigh,extendingitsfull length. The lid is securedto provide
a dust-tigtltenclosure. The drumis placedon a device (suchas a ballmill
roller) to rotate it for 1800 revolutionsat a rate of 60 ± 5 rpm. After
approximately30 minutes,the contentsof the drum are hand-sievedwith
a U.S. No. 20 sieve. Fines passingthroughthe sieve are collectedand
weighed. The percentattritionlossis calculatedas follows:

Losson = _ of pelletsample-wt of fines x 100
Attrition,% wt of pellet sample

• A specialized mechanical strength test is performed in a pneumatic lift
pipe/moving bed attrition apparatus as shown in Figure 4. The apparatus
simulates the pneumatic transport and recycle that pellets wouldsee inGBF
operation. Approximately 20 Ibs of pellets are used to fill the moving bed
section of the apparatus. Ten psig air is supplied to the test apparatus. Air
flow to the L-valve at the bottom seal leg controls the media circulation rate.
A second stream of air to the bottom of the lift pipe conveys the circulating
media to a dis-engagement vessel at the top of the lift pipe. The lift pipe
air is discharged through a bag filter which catches any material attrited
from the media in the lift pipe. A third stream of air purges the moving bed
test section of any fines generated in this region. The purge gas from the
moving bed test section passes through a separate filter before being
discharged. No solids should be picked up by the moving bed purge gas
since this gas simulates the flow of coal gas through the filter. Any solids
in this stream would be carried over into the turbine. Up to a 15% attrition
rate in the lift pipe gas would be acceptable since this gas would also
contain the particulate removed from the coal stream. The percent attrition
loss is calculated in the same manner as ASTM procedure D 4058-92 given
previously.

MechanicalStrength Testing

• Drop tests will be performed on the 34 initial screening test formulations.
Each formulation will require about 3 sets of drop tests to determine the
optimum water content which corresponds to maximum green pellet
strength.

• Crush strength tests will be performed on the 34 initial screening
formulations which are able to meet the minimum green strength criteria of
surviving 6 drops. A maximum of 34 crush strength tests will be performed
on these calcined pellets during the initial screening. Crush strength will be
determined for the 5 sulfided and the 5 sulfated pellet formulations
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producedduringbatchtestingand 5 pelletformulationswhichare reacted
withalkali. Thecrushstrengthwillalsobe determinedfor calcined,sulfided,
and sulfated6 mm naturallime._tonegran=jIA_.Pelletsand limestonewill
be calcinedat a temperatureof 1550°F andone (1) atmospherepressure.
The totalpossiblenumberof crushstrengthtests is 52.

• ASTM attritionresistancetests will be performedon the same formulations
which are tested for crushstrength. The totalpossiblenumberof ASTM
attritionresistancetests is also 52.

• The specializedlift pipe/movingbed attritiontest will be run on the most
promisingsorbentformulationafter it is sulfided in the fixed bed reactor
describedin Section2.2.3. In addition,specializedattritiontestswillbe run
on sulfidednaturallimestonegranules,inertGBF media, and regenerated
zinc titanatepellets. The apparatus,shown in Figure4, will operate 40
hoursfor each test for a totalof 4 tests.

C. Physical Morphology of the 5 Most Promising Sorbents and Natural
Limestone

The 5 mostpromisingsorbentsand naturallimestoneare to be physicallycharacterized
by pelletsize, shape,particlesize, surfacearea, bulkdensity,pore volume,medianpore
diameter,moisturecontent,and microstructure.

• Pellet shape is held constantas spheresto be consistentwith past GBF
media. Pelletizationwith a disc pelletizeryields pellets in the shape of
balls. Approximately2 to 3 each of calcinedpelletsand calcinednatural
limestonegranuleswillbe randomlyselectedandviewed undera laboratory
microscopeto checkfor pellet roundness.
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• Particlesize of the raw ingredientsused in pellet productionis determined
by screeningthe groundpowdersof limestone,clay, and binder. A sieve
shaker utilizinga stack of U.S. sieves will determine the particle size
distribution.A maximumof 10 particlesize distributionswillbe performed.

• The bulkdensityof calcinedpelletsand calcinednaturallimestonegranules
is measured followingproceduresof ASTM D 4164-88, "StandardTest
Methodfor MechanicallyTapped PackingDensityof FormedCatalystand
CatalystCarriers'. A maximumof 6 bulk densitymeasurementswill be
performed.

• Pore volume and median pore diameter of pellets and natural limestone
granulesin calcined,sulfided,sulfated,and alkalizedformsare measured
by mercury porosimetry. A maximum of 24 measurements will be
performed.

• The moisturecontentof the greenpelletsat the optimumwatercontentwill
be determinedby low temperatureoven drying. The equilibriummoisture
contentof the cured pelletswill also be determined. Not more than 10
moisturecontentswillbe measured.

• The microstructureof various pellets and natural limestonegranules in
cured, calcined,and reacted forms will be observed utilizingscanning
electronmicroscopy(SEM). A maximumof 20 sampleswillbe examined.

2.2.3 Chemical Reactivity

Sorbentchemical reactivitywill be determinedby thermogravimetricanalysis(TGA) by
measuringsingle-pelletcapacityfor sulfurand for alkali. Largerscale reactivitytestswill
also be conductedin fixed bedreactors.

A. Sulfldation Tests

• The initialscreeningtestsforchemicalreactivitywilluseTGA to determine
the rateof reactionandextentof reactionofthe pelletizedsorbents.Fifteen
(15) sorbentformulationsof 6 mm pellet size which exhibit the suitable
calcinedmechanicalstrengthwillbe evaluated. TGA testingwillbe runat
a temperatureof 1700°Fatone (1) atmospherepressure.Gas composition
into the TGA apparatuswillbe 94% CO2, 5% H=,and 1% H2Swhichwill
equilibrateto 89.2% CO=,4.8% CO, 4.8% H=O,and 1% H=S. Underthese
conditions,the limestonecalcinesat 1609° F so thatthe TGA tests willbe
on a calcinedpellet. In additionto the pelletizedsorbents,a TGA will be
run on a 6 mm naturallimestonegranulefor comparisonpurposes.
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• Additionalscreeningtests will use TGA to measure the reactivityof 3
sorbentformulationsof 2 mm pelletsize based on the resultsof the 6 mm
pelletscreeningtests. Test conditionswill be the same as for the 6 mm
pellet.

• The above initialscreeningtests shouldallow the determinationof the 5
best potentialsorbentformulations.These 5 formulationsas wellas 6 mm
natural limestonewill be sulfidedin a batch reactor containing150 g of
material. The batch reactorwill operate at 1700°F, one (1) atmosphere
pressure,and the same gas compositionused with the TGA, The crush
strengthand attritionresistanceof the sulfidedmaterialswillbe measured.

• The above screening tests should allow us to determine the most likely
sorbentformulationfor use ina GBFfor hydrogensulfidecontrol. Further
tests will be performed to more completely evaluate this sorbent
formulation.

• Detailed kinetic data on the preferred sorbentformulation will be obtained
from additionalTGA testing. An additional16 testswould be run in which
gas composition(4 levels)andgas temperature(4 levels)wouldbe varied.
A totalof not more than36 atmosphericTGA tests willbe run.

• Testson naturallimestones(Newbyet al., 1987) showedthat the reaction
rate is proportionalto the square root of the absolutepressure. Five (5)
TGA tests will be run at 10 to 16 atmosphereson the preferredsorbent
formulationto determinethe effectsof pressureon reactionrates.In these
tests, the partial pressure of the CO= will be remain constant at 0.94
atmospheres. The TGA temperaturewillbe 1700°F.

• Two fixedbedsulfidationtestswillbe usedto verifythe kineticsdetermined
by TGA and to preparesulfidedmaterialforthe liftpipe/movingbedattrition
tests.The fixed bed tests will be run on the natural limestoneaggregate
and on the most promisingpellet formulation.A 4 inch diameter packed
bed, 2 ft highoperatedat atmosphericpressurewillbe used. Each testwill
be terminatedwhen the outletconcentrationof hydrogensulfidestartsto
increase with time. The bed will be sectioned to determine the
concentrationprofileof calciumsulfideinthe bed. The measuredprofilewill
be comparedwith that predictedon the basis of the TGA kinetics. The
reactedbedmaterialwillbe used inthe liftpipe/movingbed attritiontests.
A thirdof a cubic foot of each material will be producedfor the attrition
tests.
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• The calcium sulfide reaction products need to be converted to calcium
sulfatebeforedisposal. It has been shownthat sulfideddolomitehas a
much higherconversionto the sulfateform than limestonesdue to the
largerpore structureof dolomite(Abbasianet el., 1992). It is believedthat
sulfidedlimestonepelletswillhave highconversionto sulfatebecause of
the inducedporestructureformedduringpelletization.TGA will be usedto
obtainkineticdata on the conversionof sulfideto sulfate. The oxidationof
calciumsulfideto calciumsulfatetestswillbe runon the naturallimestone
aggregateand on the mostpromisingpelletformulation.Ten (10) testsat
atmospheric pressure are planned in which gas concentrationand
temperaturewillbe varied.

I

B. $ulfatlon Tests

The majorityof the evaluationtests will be on the use of a sulfurcontrolsorbent in a
gasificationenvironment.The pelletizedlimestonesorbentcan also be usedto remove
sulfurdioxidefromcombustiongases.

• The 5 best sorbentformulationsfor hydrogensulfide controland 6 mm
naturallimestonewillalsobe evaluatedfor controlof sulfurdioxide.Twelve
(t2) TGA testswillbe runusingthe testmatrixshownin Table3. The first
8 tests are at a highCO=pressuresuchthat the limestonewillnot calcine
and the sulfurdioxidereactsdirectlywith the calciumcarbonate. In most
PFBC applicationsthis is expectedto be the case. The last fourtests are
at a lower CO= partial pressureso that the limestone calcines to CaO
beforereactingwith sulfurdioxide.
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Table 3 Test Matrix for Sulfatlon Experiments
T-1600°F, P-14.7 psla

! _ i ,i,, i, i roll i i , i i ,

Test No. PelletType SO2 CO,,
Concentration Concentration
ppmv mole %

_: i i , i I i i rl ,i ii _ J _ i , i __ HI,II ,-., I i i., , _

1 Candidate 1 300 70
ii, i i _ _ : i _ , , J_ ,,,,L_ i. _ ,i __ _

2 Candidate 2 300 70
i i,,i, i i i i, ... ,. H i ill r : , --

3 Candidate 3 300 70
Ill l ll) I l II l l[ l I I lllll III ] l I l - II l II I

4 Candidate 4 300 70
]l l l llillll llll l lll l I l II l _ l llll _ llll _

5 Candidate 5 300 70
..... ,... i i ii , , ,,

6 Natural 300 70
Limestone

l l.,H .HH., ""' 'l ' " ' " ' ' -- --

7 Best of 5 150 70
i , , , , ., , ,, , . .., __ , ,,, , - --

8 Best of 5 75 70
_, , . H, i , i . ,,,,.,

9 Natural 300 50
Limestone

10 Candidate 1 300 50

11 Candidate 2 300 50
Ill I l lllll Ill l II I II l l _

12 Candidate 3 300 50
i ] ]T llllllll lllll I II II ii llllllll ill [ l l l[ II U II l ][ l II l l llll l l [_{ Ill ! II I I Ill

. The 5 best formulations and natural limestone will be sulfated in 150 g
batches so that the material can be evaluated by attrition resistance and
crush strength tests.

C. Alkali Absorption Tests

Besides the removalof sulfurproducts,the pelletized sorbent will have the capability of
removing alkali vapors from the coal process stream. The following 5 clays will be
evaluated as potential alkali sorbents as part of a limestone pellet.
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1. Kaolinclay
2. Bauxitickaolinclay
3. Emathliteclay (Calciummontmorillonite)
4. Attapulgiteclay
5. Bentoniteclay

• ScreeningTests: McLaughlin(1990) developeda simple screeningtest for
the evaluation of possiblealkali sorbents. The procedure will be modified
to include limestone with the alkali sorbent. TGNDTA will be run on
mixtures containing 10% NaCI, 45% clay sorbent, and 45% calcined
limestone, and on mixtures containing only clay and alkali. As the sample
is heated, the alkali will vaporize except for the alkali which reacts with the
sorbent. The sample with the least weight loss contains the sorbent with
the highest sorption capacity. A total of 10 sorption tests will be run. The
carrier gas for these experiments will contain 95% CO2 and 5% H2. The
TGA apparatus will heat the samples to 1800°F.

• Fixed-Bed Alkali Absorption Tests: The purpose of these tests is to obtain
kinetic data on the reactivity of the prepared sorbents with respect to the
absorption of alkali and sulfur compounds. A heated sample holder whose
change in weight is monitored with a micro balance heats salt crystals
which vaporize into a carrier stream. The rate of evaporation is controlled
by the temperature of the sample holder. The alkali vapors are mixed with
either a gas stream containing H=Sor one containing SO2and are carried
into the packed bed of sorbent. The packed bed section will be 3 inch
diameter by 12 inch long, in a tube of alumina which is inert with respect to
the alkali vapors. There will be a total of 18 packed bed tests. The first 12
tests are defined in Table 4. The test durations are estimates which will be
refined on the basis of data from the first tests. The first 10 tests use a
carrier gas containing N2,5% H20, and additives of H2Sand HCI. In tests
11 and 12, the carrier gas contains 95% CO2and 5% H20 with additives of
SO,,and HCI. The first five tests use a shallow bed which will be analyzed
for the average alkali and sulfur sorption. After the first five tests, the bed
will be sectioned into ninths and analyzed for alkali and sulfur content as a
function of the position in the bed. In some of the tests, the carrier gas will
contain HCI which is know to inhibit the sorption of alkali.
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Table 4 Test Matrix for Fixed Alkali Testa

Test Pellet Alkali HCI Test H=S SO= Bed Tempe-
No. type conc. conc, hours conc. conc. depth rature

ppmv ppmv ppmv ppmv inch °F

1 1 40 0 24 1000 0 1 1700
2 2 40 0 24 1000 0 1 1700
3 3 40 0 24 1000 0 1 1700
4 4 40 0 24 1000 0 1 1700
5 5 40 0 24 1000 0 1 1700
6 best 40 0 48 0 0 9 1700
7 best 40 50 48 0 0 9 1700
8 best 40 0 48 1000 0 9 1700
9 best 10 50 48 1000 0 9 1700
10 best 40 50 100 1000 0 9 1700
11 best 40 0 48 0 300 9 1575
12 best 40 50 48 0 300 9 1575

13-18 to be determined

2.2.4 Chemical Analyses

Various chemical analyses will be performed on single pellets as well as groups of like
pellets to collect data which will describe or characterize the mechanisms and events
occurring during TGA and bench-scale fixed bed reactor testing. The planned analyses
are:

• Elemental ash analysison the raw ingredientsused to make the sorbents.
The limestone, clay, and binders will be analyzed. A maximum of 9
elemental ash analyses will be performed.

• Total sulfur analysis on the reacted sorbents. The 5 most promising
sorbents as well as the 6 mm natural limestone that were sulfided and
sulfated in the batch reactorwill be analyzed. A total of 12analyses will be
performed.

• Sulfur forms on the reacted sorbents. The 10 oxidation tests for conversion
of calcium sulfide to calcium sulfate will each have a determination of the
sulfide, sulfite, and sulfate content. A total of 30 sulfur forms will be
determined.
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• Total sulfurand alkali analyses on the reacted sorbents. Sorbentsamples
from fixed-bed alkali absorptiontestingwill be analyzed. Thirteen (13)
absorptiontests will each have the total sulfur and alkali determinedin
pelletsfrom9 sectionsof the bed. In the first five tests, the bed will be
analyzedas a singlelayer. There willbe a total of 122 determinationsof
totalsulfurandalkali.

• Chloride analysison the reacted sorbents. This analysiswill determine if
the calcinedlimestonein the pelletshasany capabilityto removechlorine
(halogen) at elevated temperaturesin the range of 1700°F. Sorbent
samplesfromfixed-bedalkali absorptiontestingwillbe analyzed. The 18
absorptiontests may each have the chloridedeterminedin pelletsfrom
sections of the bed. There may be a maximum of 61 chloride
detorminations.

• EDAX (Energy DispersiveAnalysisX-ray) on the reacted sorbents. EDAX
will give the sulfur and alkali profile (mapping) within the sorbent pellet.
Various pellets of the 5 most promising sorbents and natural limestone in
sulfidgd, sulfated, and alkalized forms will be observed. A maximum of 20
samples will be examined.

2.2.5 Modeling of Sorbent Reactivity

The kinetic data collectedon sorbent reactivitywill be used to create a model of the
sorbent'schemical reactivityin a GBF. The modelwill take into accountthe sorbent
reactivitywithrespectto sulfurspeciesand alkali. The modelwillprovideinformationon
the requiredbed depthof the GBF, the expectedoutletconcentrationof sulfurandalkali
speciesand the extentof reactionof the sorbent. The modelgiven in AppendixA for
just alkalisorptionis illustrativeof the type of modelwhichwillbe developed.

2.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

2.3.1 Performance Criteria

For a sorbentto be suitableas filter media, it must possessacceptable morphology,
chemicalreactivity,and mechanicalstrengthfor theconditionsdictatedinGBFoperation.
The sorbentmustbe sphericalwith highporosity(porevolume anddiameter),havehigh
chemicalreactivityto be completelyreacted in a minimalof filter passes (preferablya
singlepass),andhavegoodmechanicalstrengthto withstandthe continuous,circulating
pneumatictransportof the GBF system. In order to find the superior sorbents,the
formulationsin Table 2 will be screened and evaluatedbased on meeting selected
performancecriteria. Formulationswhichdo not meet the minimumcriterionwillnot be
investigatedfurther.
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Six criteriawill be usedas guidelinesto assesssorbent performance. The performance
criteria are:

Criterion 1 for Green Pellets:

• Be of 6 mm diameter and spherical shape.

• Drop strength of at least 6 drops.

Criterion 2 for Calcined Pellets:

• Crush strength greater than 15 Ib/pellet.

• Attrition loss less than 10% per ASTM D 4058-92 procedure.

Criterion 3 for Sulfided Pellets:

• Single-pellet chemical reactivity

- TGA for sulfidation conversion in 2 hours (based on limestone
available in formulation) greater than natural limestone.

- TGA for total sulfur loading capacity by sulfidation (based on
limestone available in formulation) greater than natural limestone.

• Mechanical strength

- Batch reacted sulfided pellet crush strength greater than 15 Ib/pellet.

- Batch reacted sulfided pellet attrition loss less than 10% per ASTM
D 4058-92 procedure.

Criterion 4 for Sulfated Pellets:

• Single-pellet chemical reactivity

- TGA for sulfation conversion in 2 hours (based on limestone
available in formulation) greater than natural limestone.

- TGA for total sulfur loading capacity by sulfation (based on limestone
available in formulation) greater than natural limestone.
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• Mechanical strength

- Batch reactedsulfatedpellet crush strength greater than 15 Ib/pellet.

- Batch reacted sulfated pellet attrition loss less than 10% per ASTM
D 4058-92 procedure.

Criterion 5 for Pellets Exposedto Alkali:

• Single-pellet chemical reactivity

- TGA for alkali sorption in 24 hours

- Total alkali capture capacity

Criterion 6 for Lift Pipe/Moving Bed Attrition Test:

• Sulfided pellet attrition loss less than 15% from the lift pipe section of the
apparatus and less than 0.06% from the moving bed section.

Criterion 1 will be applied to freshly prepared green pellets to determine the optimum
water spray rate during agglomeration. The water spray rate will be varied until the
pellets formed meet Criterion 1.

Green pellets meeting Criterion 1 will be cured, calcined, and subjected to Criterion 2
requirements. Calcined pellet mechanical strength will be measured by crush strength
and attrition resistance testing.

If more than 15 sorbent formulations exist after Criterion 2 screening, the best 15
formulations will be selected for single-pellet chemical reactivity testing. Criterion 3 will
be applied to find the best sorbent formulations for sulfur removal in gasification
processes. Fifteen (15) formulations will be subjected to TGA for sulfidation with the best
5 formulations being selected for batch sulfidation in a fixed-bed reactor and for suifation
TGA.

Criterion 4 will be applied to the 5 sorbent formulations to determine the sulfation
reactivity and the mechanical strength of the sulfated pellets.

Criterion5 will be testing to find the formulationsmost likely to performthe combinedduty
of sulfur and alkali removal. The best formulation will be subjected to Criterion 6 testing
to determine the mechanical durability of the sorbent in simulated GBF operation. This
formulation, if successful, will be more completely evaluated to obtain kinetic data for
sulfidation and conversion of sulfide to sulfate.
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Throughout the screening process, the "best" formulations were selected for further
testing. The best will be those possessinghigh strength characteristicsand good
chemicalreactivity. Formulasforweightedevaluationsof strengthand reactivitywill be
developedfor the Criteria based on the rangeof data values obtainedfor mechanical
strengthfor suifidedand sulfatedpellets,and for chemicalreactivityduringsulfidation,
sulfation,and alkali removalto find the superiorformulations.

Ifduringthe screeningand evaluationprocessall sorbent formulationsfail to meet a given
criterion,the testingfor a 6 mm diametersorbentpelletproducedby disc pelletizerwill
be aborted. Testing will commencefor screeninga 6 mm diameter sorbent pellet
producedby extrusionand disc pelletizerroundingbased upon the resultsof the disc
pelletizerwork. The best 5 sorbentformulationsfrom disc pelletizerworkwillbe used.
If these 5 formulationsfail to meet the givencriteria,all testingwill be re-directedto
findinga 2 mm diametersorbentformulationsuitablefor GBF filtermedia.
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SECTION 3

PILOT PLANT TESTING

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In Section 2, bench scale tests are used to develop and evaluate multi-contaminant
controlmedia. The developedmedia is evaluatedintermsof its chemicaland physical
propertiesina benchscaleenvironment.The nextphaseof evaluationwillbe atthe pilot
plant scale. CombustionPower Co. is participatingin the DOE sponsoredtests at a
Power SystemsDevelopmentFacility (PSDF) to be installedin a SouthernCompany
ServicesFacilityinWilsonville,AL. The firstyearof testingat the PSDF willbe dedicated
to the evaluationof the GBF for particulatecontrol. For these tests, the GBF is
connected to M.W. Kellogg's transport reactor which can be operated in either a
gasificationor combustionmode. Afterthe evaluationof a GBF for particulatecontrol,
the opportunitymay exist to evaluate the GBF with a reactivemedia for the controlof
sulfurandalkalicompounds.Thisportionof the testplanassumesthatthe PSDF willbe
available for evaluating the GBF using a chemically reactive media for combined
particulatecontroland the removalof sulfurand alkalicontaminants.

3.2 DESIGN OF MODIFICATIONSTO THE GBF AT THE PSDF

In order to use the GBF at the PSDF with a reactivemedia, modificationsto the GBF will
be required. Lock hoppers will be installed for feeding reactive media into the media
circulation loop and for removal of spent media from the filter. We are assuming that 6
mm reactive media will be used and that there will be no need for the separation of
reactive media from an inert media. If the reactive media is 2 mm in diameter and
requires separation from a larger inert media, the dis-engagement vessel at the top of the
lift pipe would also have to be redesigned. The process flow sheets and the P&ID's will
be revised for the incorporation of reactive media. Specifications will be prepared for the
lock hopper valves. Mechanical drawings will be prepared for the lock hoppers and the
feed and spent sorbent hoppers to fit into the existing structure. A detailed test plan for
the test to be conducted at the PSDF will be prepared in conjunction with SCS and
Kellogg.

3.3 PREPARATION OF REACTIVE MEDIA FOR TEST PROGRAM

The bench scale testing will determine the compositionof sorbent to be used in the pilot
plant testing. It is proposed to have 9 tons of the media manufactured for testing in the
GBF at the PSDF. Assuming that the sulfur capture in the transport reactor is reduced
to 50% and the remaining sulfur is captured in the GBF, 9 tons of the limestone media
would provide about 80 hours of testing. The preparation of the media would be
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subcontractedto a vendorof pelletizingequipmentor to the laboratorywhich prepared
the pelletsfor the benchscale testing. Duringthe pelletizationprocess,closeattention
willbe paidto qualitycontrolto insurethe productionof pelletswithpropertiessimilarto
those producedin the bench scale process. We have received cost estimates for
pelletizingthe largequantityof materialneededfor the pilotplant. These costestimates
will be updated and other possiblevendors will be contactedto provide firm cost
proposalsfor the productionof 9 tonsof the pelletized limestone/claymixture.

3.4 MODIFICATION OF GBF AT THE PSDF

The GBF at the PSDF will be modified to include: sorbent feed hopper, lock hopper,
spent sorbent lock hopper and spent sorbent hopper. The installation of this new
equipment will be monitored by Combustion Power. The equipment will be installed by
Southern Company Services under subcontract to Combustion Power.

3.5 TESTING AT THE PSDF

About 80 hoursof testing will occur in a 4 week period. The objective the testingwill be
to demonstrate the use of reactive media for the contr i of sulfur and alkali species.
Given the limited amount of sorbent, it is likely that the test will be conducted only in the
gasification mode of operation. The independent test variables are shown in Table 5
along with their value for the test period. The results of the test will be evaluated in terms
of media attrition, particulate capture, H2S removal, approach to H2S equilibrium
concentration, calcium sulfur ratio, alkali removal, extent of reaction with alkali, and trace
metal sorption. Table 6 shows the dependent variables which will be measured either
during or after the test. After the completion of the test, an interim test report will be
prepared.

The following procedure will be followed for testing the MCC sorbent in the GBF at the
PSDF.

1.0 The transport reactorwill be operated in the gasificationmode. The GBF will be
initially filled with particulate control medium. Both the transport reactor and the
GBF will be brought to operating conditions in the same manner as used for the
particulate control testing.

2.0 After steady operating conditions are reached, MCC sorbent will be fed to the GBF
and excess filter medium will be removed. The residence time of the filter medium
in the filter is about 4 hours. After 4 hours of operation, the GBF will have MCC
sorbent dispersed through the entire filter.
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3.0 The limestonerate to the transportreactorwill then be gradually reducedto 50%
of its normalfeed rate overa 2 hourperiod. As a resultof the reducedfeed rate
of limestoneto the transportreactor, the H=S concentrationto the GBF will
graduallyincrease. Eventuallya pointin time willbe reached in whichthe feed
rate of MCC sorbentwillneedto be modulatedto controlthe outletconcentration
of H,S.

4.0 Becauseof the relativelimitedsupplyof MCC sorbent,the concentrationof MCC
sorbentinthe GBF willbe changingover the entiretest period. Kineticdata on
the reactionof the MCC sorbentwith H,S and alkali will be determinedin the
benchscale developmentof the MCC sorbent. We expectthe data to showthat
the limestonewill be nearly completelyreacted with the H,S on its first pass
throughthe filter. The MCC sorbentre-circulatedback to the GBF willbe nearly
inertwithrespectto further H2Sremoval. Forsulfurcontrol,once the sorbenthas
passed throughthe filter there will be littledifference between the spent MCC
sorbent and the inert filter medium. The fact that the concentrationof MCC
sorbentin thefilter is changingwithtimewillhave a smalleffectonthe evaluation
of the sorbentfor sulfurremoval. The reactionof the MCC sorbentwithalkali is
expectedto continueas the MCC sorbentis recirculated.The amountof clay in
the sorbent is considerablygreaterthat the amountneeded to remove the alkali
encounteredin a singlepass throughthe filter. As the concentrationof MCC
sorbentincreasesinthe filter, the removalof alkalimay also increase.

5.0 The MCC sorbent will be tested at one steady state operating condition. The
operating conditions corresponds to the transport reactor operating in the
gasification mode. For the limestone to be reactive with the H2S, the filter must
operate above the calcination temperature of the limestone. The calcination
temperate of the limestonedepends on the CO2partial pressure. Forthe gasifier
operating at 285 psia and with a gas containing8.1 mol percent CO,,, the
calcinationtemperatureis 1702°F. In orderto have thetemperatureof the sorbent
greater than 1702°F, the temperatureof the inlet gas will have to be at least
1850"F. It is anticipatedthatthe granularbed filterwillbe capableof operatingat
this temperaturefor the test period.

6.0 The filter will be run at constantoperating conditionsas shown in Table 5 for the
duration of the tests. The dependent variables shown in Table 6 will be measured
during the test period. After the test, the MCC sorbent remaining in the filter will
be analyzed for its Ca:S ratio, Alkali, halogens and trace metals sorption, and
attrition loss.
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Table 5 Independent Test Variables for MCC Evaluation at the PSDF

Independent Variable Value

Gas Inlet Temperature 1850"F
FilterInlet Pressure 285 psia
Gas Flow Rate 18080 Ib/hr
ParticulateInlet Concentration 4000 ppmwor less
H=SInletConcentration 2061 ppmv
H=SOutletConcentration 200 ppmv
Test Duration Approximately80 hours

Table 6 Dependent Test Variables for MCC Evaluation at the PSDF

Dependent Variable ExpectedValue

ParticulateOutletConcentration less than20 ppmw
MCC FlowRate 175 to 250 Ib/hr
AlkaliInletConcentration 0.1 to 20 ppm
AlkaliOutletConcentration less than 24 ppb
Media CirculationRate 2000 to 4000 Ib/hr
Calcium:SulfurRatio 1.0 to 2.0
MCC SorbentAttrition less than 10%
Trace MetalsSorption unknown
Halogenated Compound Sorption unknown

!
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4.0 Coat Eatimate

Table 7 showsthe estimatedcostof developingandtestinga limestone/claysorbentfrom
the benchscalethroughpilotplanttesting. The detailsof the costestimateare contained
ina separatedocument:OptionIii, Developmentof MovingGranular-BedTechnologyfor
Multi-ContaminantControl,UpdatedCost Proposal.

Table 7 Estimated Cost

Work Step EstimatedCost, $

Benchscale tests for sorbent development 553,613
Designof modificationsto the GBF at the PSDF 121,287
Preparationof MCC sorbentfor PSDF test 78,868
Modificationof GBF at the PSDF 241,481
Testingat the PSDF 103,612

Total Cost 1,098,861
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APPENDIX A

MODEL OF ALKAU CAPTURE IN A GBF
USING A CLAY SORBENT

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

For a singlepellet, the rate of reactionat a givenpositionin the pellet isproportionalto
the solid phase alkali in the pellet at that position(Bachovchinet al., 1986) and for
sphericalgeometryis givenby:

drn = 4 = r D, dc._._' (1)
dt dr

where: m = moles alkali per pel;et
t = time, hr
r = radial position,m
D, = diffusivity of alkali through glass, m=/hr
C'= solid phase alkali concentration, mol/m3.

At any time the relationship between the amount of alkali absorbed and pellet conversion
is:

m = 4 _ (R3 -r3) F (2)
3

where: R = outsidepellet radius,m
r = inside radiusof reacted zone, m
F = moles of alkali/m3of pellet at complete reaction.

A mass balance yields the rate of diffusion through the reacted layer equals the diffusion
of alkali through the gas phase or:

drn=4_R z k0(C-C,) (3)
dt

where: ko= film mass transfer coefficient, m/hr
C = bulk gas concentrationof alkali mol/m3
C, = concentration of alkali in gas at pellet

surface, mol/m3.



Equation1 can be integrated, from C,' (concentrationof alkali in solid at pellet surface,
r=R) to 0 (concentration in solid at r, where it is assumed that the surface solid-phase
concentration is proportional to the surface gas-phase concentration:

C,'= ZC, (4)

where Z = adsorption equilibrium constant.

Equations 2, 3, and 4 are used to eliminate r, C,', and C, to give an expression for the
single pellet kinetics in spherical geometry.

dm R411DC

dt

__ _R3_3__._m (5)
l____m_ 4]]

Rkg R

where D=ZD,, lumping together the unknowns Z and D,. The rest of the derivation of the
model is similar to that given by Bachovchin et al. (1986). The mass transfer coefficient,
ku, is obtained from a correlation of Carberry (1976). A numerical solution is used in
which the reactor is divided into small increments of time, At, and small intervals of
distance, ,_h. Equation 5 shows that the reaction rate decreases as solid-phase alkali
concentration, m, increases. For small bed depth and time increments, m will be
approximately constant so that equation 5 may be approximated by:

dm= KC (6)
dt

where K is a rate constant (m31hr/pellet).

An expression by Levenspiel(1972)is used for the first-order conversion of a gaseous
reactant in a plug flow reactor.

Co.,= 4 a C_.exp(Pe/2.) (7)
(l+a) =exp(a Pe/2) - (l-a) =exp(-a Pel2)

where a2= 1 + 4 kN Ah/(U Pe) (8)

and C_, = gas-phase concentration of alkali entering
section, mol/m3
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Cout = gas-phase concentrationof alkali leaving
section,mol/m3

N = numberof pelletsper m3of bed
Pe = PecletnumberUAhiDo
Do = axial dispersioncoefficient
U = gas velocitypastthe pellet.

The Pecletnumber for the bed sectionmay be derivedfrom the particlePecletnumber:

Pe = PepAhldp (9)

Correlationsfor particlePecletnumber may be found in severalsources. In mostcases
itwillbe about 2.0 (Reynoldsnumber>10).

Within a small Ah, the solid-phaseconcentration"is assumed to be independent of axial
position and varies with time. During the short time interval, the gas-phase concentration
is assumed to vary with axial position but not with time. These assumptions lead to the
following mass balance:

m, = mo+ (C,n- Cou,)(UAt/NL_h) (10)

where m n = mol alkaliper pellet in sectionat end of At
mo= tool alkaliper pelletin sectionat startof At.

Unlikethe fixed reactormodelof Bachovchinet al. (1986), inthe movingbed model, the
pelletconcentrationchangesas the pelletsmove throughthe reactorin plug flow. This
is accountedfor in the numericalsolutionroutine.

The following numerical procedure is used:

1. The bed depth, H, is dividedintoincrementsof depth, Ah.

2. The bed life is dividedinto incrementssuch that the time increment,At, is
the time requiredfor the solidsto movea distanceequalto Ah. Then steps
3 through8 are followedfor all time increments.

3. For each bed depth increment, steps 4 through 8 are followed for each
increment, inlet to outlet.

4. The inlet gas-phaseconcentration,C,,, (outletof the previousbed slice) and
the initial solid-phase concentration, mo,of the current bed slice are noted.



5. The mean solid-phase alkali concentration,m is guessed for the current
time and positionincrement. It is used to determine K as defined by
equations5 and 6.

6. The outlet concentrationis determined using equation 7.

7. The new value of m is calculatedform Equation 10.

8. The mean value of m is determinedbased on the initialvalue (step4) and
the final value (step 7). This new mean value is compared to the value
estimated in step 5. If it is differenta new mean is guessed and the
calculationis repeated from step 5.

9. After the solid-phase concentrationis determined for each slice, the bed
solids move into the next slice increment such that the solid-phase
concentration of the nth slice becomes the concentration of the nth-1 slice.
The time is incremented and steps 3 to 8 are repeated until the life of the
bed is reached.

PARAMETERVALUES FOR MOVING BED MODEL

In order to be able to use the model, data is required on the pelletultimategettering
capacity,F, andthe rate constant. Bachovchinet al. (1986) determinedvaluesfor these
parameters for cylindricalpellets made by an extrusionprocess. Using a fixed bed
reactor,the ultimategetteringcapacityfor the commercialpelletsis 14,100 gmollm3for
sodiumabsorptionand the rate constantis 0.004 m=/hr. For lack of betterdata, these
parameterswere usedwiththe modelfor sphericalpellets. Table 1 showsthe inputfor
the modelwhichare entered intoa filewhich is accessedduringexecutionof the Basic
program. Duringthe executionof the program,the life of the sorbentis enteredso that
the modelcan be runfor differentsorbentlifeto determineby trialanderrorthe sorbent
life whichcorrespondsto the desiredoutletconcentrationof alkali. Figure 1 showsa
listingof the Basicprogramand Figure2 showsthe listingof the outputfile. The firstline
of the outputfile is the inputdata, the secondlineare calculatedparametersused inthe
model and the rest of the outputshowsthe calculatedresultsfor the last time step for
each slice of the reactor.

MODEL RESULTS

The modelwas used to predict bed lifefor the KRW gasifierfor variousbed depths. The
results of these calculations are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The entering alkali
concentrationwas assumedto be 10 ppmvand the exitingalkali concentrationwas 20
ppbv. The sorbentpropertiesused in the model are for 114inchdiameter spheresof
emathliteclay. Unlikea fixed bed reactor,a circulatingbed has a nearlyuniformalkali
concentrationthroughoutthe bed. Fora plantwith an availabilityof 65%, a 17 ft deep



bed would be required for a plant which changed sorbenton a yearly basis. The alkali
concentrationin the sorbentat the time of changeof sorbentwouldbe 15.4%. Longer
bed life and higheralkaliconr.,entrationsare possiblewith deeper bed depthsbut there
are diminishingreturnsas the sorbentbecomes saturated.

The model can also be used to compare a circulatingbed with a fixed bed absorber.
Figure 3 shows the outputof the fixed bed model. The sorbent is 6 mm diameter
spheresas used in the movingbed model. A fixed bed reactorhas longersorbentlife
than a circulatingmovingbed reactor,8425 hoursfor a 20 feet deep fixed bed reactor
comparedwith7450 for20 ftdeep circulatingmovingbed reactor. Sorbentutilizationwas
higherwiththe fixed bed reactor, 19.7% vs. 17.3% sodiumfor the movingbedreactor.



TABLE 1

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR MOVING BED REACTOR MODEL
USING SPHERICAL PARTICLES FOR THE KRW GASIFIER

Input
Parameter Definition Units Value

H Bed depth m 6.06

NH% Number of increments into 10.0
which H will be divided
(recommended: 10)

T Bed life hr 7450

VS Velocity of Solids m/hr 2.38

R Pellet Radius m 0.003

RHOP Pellet dry density kg/m3 1450
(1450 for commercial pellets)

VOID Bed void fraction 0.49

F Pellet ultimate gettering gmol Na/m3 14100
capacity, (14100 for
commercial pellets)

U Superficialgas velocity m/hr 1630

PRG Abs. pressure kPa 2645

TMG Temperature K 1144

MW Gas molecular weight 23.2

PPMIN Inlet NaCI concentration ppmv 10.0

DS Rate constant m2/hr .004
(recommend: 0.004)

DSN Convergence parameter .001
(recommended: 0.001)
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l

10 REM This program performl eimulatlng bed getter reactionoak:ulaflons.
20 REM It auumes q)herk_l pellets
30 OPTION BASE 1: DIM M(100): PRINT "THIS IS CYLINORICAL SPHERICAL MODEL"
40 INPUT "FILE V_TH INPUT DATA';F$: OPEN F$ FOR INPUT AS #1
50 INPUT "FILE FOR OUTPUT OATA';FOS: IF FO$,c)" THEN OPEN FO$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2
60 INPUT I11,H,NH%,T,VS,R,RHOP,VOtO,F,U,PRG,TMG,MW,PPMIN,DS,DSN
65 INPUT "TIME';T
70 PRINT H;NH%;T;VS;R;L;RHOP;VOtO;F;U;PRG;TMG;MW;PPMIN;OS;OSN;FO$
80 IF FO$,c>- THEN PRINT 112.H;NH%;T;VS;R;L;RHOP;VOID;F;U;PRG;TMG;MW;PPMIN;DS;DSN
85 NT%aT/H'NH%'VS
90 RHOG"MW'PRG/TMG'.1204: VISC=.0052e'TMG*1.51(TMG+ 110): D12"43.8/PRG
100 SC=VISC/RHOGK)12: VOL..3.14"R*3°4/3: DP=(VOL'6/3.14)*(1/3)
110 RE,.DP'U'RHOGNISCNOID: KGaUNOtD'1.15"SC*(.2/3)'RE*(.1/2)
120 DEF FNM(X)=6.28"2*DS'(R)I(1-(R*3-3"X/4t3.14/F)^(1/3)/R+(DS/KG/R))
130 CIN=PPMIN'RHOG_WI1000: N=(1.VOID)NOL: MMAX=VOL'F
140 DELH,,H/NH%: DELT-T/NT%
150 PE=2"DELH/DP: PRINT RHOG;VISC;D12;SC;VOL;DP;RE;KG;CIN;N;MMAX;PE
160 IF FO$o- THEN PRINT 112.RHOG;VISC;D12;SC;VOL;DP;RE;KG;CIN;N;MMAX;PE
170 PRINT" T1ME LENGTH TIME, LENGTH, PELLET, GAS OUT."
180 PRINT • STEP STEP HR M WT % Na PPMV "
181 PRINT #2," TIME LENGTH TIME, LENGTH, PELLET, GAS OUT,"
182 PRINT 112." STEP STEP HR M WT % Na PPMV "
190 FOR IH%"1 TO NH%: M(IH%)=0: NEXT IH%
200 FOR IT%,,1 TO NT%: C,,CIN: TN-IT%/NT%'T: FOR IH%=1 TO NH%: HN=IH%/NH%°H
210 IF M(IH%),cMMAX THEN SMAXO=FNM(M(IH%)) ELSE SMAXO=0
220 SMAX=SMAXO: MNEW=M(IH%)+SMAX'DELT'C
230 IF MNEW:,MMAX THEN SMAX=(MMAX-M(IH%))/DELT/C
240 CNEW=C'EXP(SMAX'DELHAJ'N)
250 BETA,,SQR(I+4"SMAX/PE*DELH'NAJ): CNEW,,C'4"BETAJ((I+ BETA)'2"EXP(-(1 -BETA)r2"PE)-(1-BETA)^2"EXP(-(1+BETA)/2"PE))
260 IF M(IH%)cMMAX THEN SI=FNM(M(IH%)): ELSE S1=0
270 IF M(IH%),cMMAX'.9999 GOTO 290
280 MNEW-MMAX: CNEW=C.(MMAX-M(1H%))/DELT'DELH'N/U: GOTO 400
290 DELS=SMAX0: DEL=SMAXJ2:S=DEL
300 BETA=SQR(I+4"S/PE'DELH'N/U)
301 CNEW,,C'4*BETAJ((I+BETA)^2"EXP(-(1-BETA)/2"PE)-(1-BETA)^2°EXP(-(I+ BETA)/2*PE))
302 MNEW,,M(IH%)+ (C-CNEW)'U*DE LT/N/DELH
310 IF CNEW_0 THEN CNEW=0
320 IF MNEW>,,MMAX THEN MNEW=MMAX: SN=0: GOTO 350
330 S2=FNM(MNEW): IF $2c0 THEN SN-0: GOTO 350
340 iF ABS(S1-S2),c.001"S1 THEN SN=(SI+S2)/2: ELSE SN=(S1-S2)/LOG(SIlS2)
350 IF ABS(SN-S)cDSN'S OR S=SL GOTO 400
360 CMIN" 0000001*RHOG/MW: IF C'cCMIN ANO CNEW'cCMIN GOTO 400
370 OELSO"DELS: OELS"SN-S: IF DELSO°DELS'c0 THEN DEL=-DEL/2
380 SL'S: S'S+OEL: IF S>SMAX THEN S'SMAX
390 GOTO 3OO
400 C=CNEW: M(IH%)=MNEW: PPM=C/RHOG*MW'1000:WP"MNEWNOLJRHOP'2.3
410 IF 1"I"%=NT%THEN PRINT USING "11#11##U*;IT%,IH%,:PRINT USING _.11.1NI ";TN,HN,WP,PPM
420 IF FO$o- AND (IT%=NT%) THEN PRINT 112,USING_*;IT%,IH%,: PRINT 112,USING_-d_..#lhlt *;TN,HN,WP,PPM
424 K=NH%-I: LAST"M(1)
425 NEXT IH%: FOR 11=1TO (NH%-I): M(II)=M(II+I): NEXT II: M(NH%)=LAST

431 NEXT IT%: END

Figure 1 Basic Program for Model of a Moving Bed Alkali Sorbent



6.06 I0 7450 2.38 .003 0 1450 .49 14100 1630 2645 II{4 23,2 i0 .,JU4 .001

6.458239 .1623033 1.655955E-02 1.517626 1.1304E-07 5.999999E-03 794.1995 IO2.7893 2.783724E-03 45116T/ 1.593864E-03 202

TIME LENGTH TIME, LE_GTH, PELLET, GAZ OUT,
STEP STEP HR M wr I Na PPMV
29259 1 7450.000 0 606 17.347 5.369
29259 2 7450.000 I 212 17.344 2.882
29259 3 7450.000 1 818 17.3{5 1.547
29259 4 7450.000 2 424 17 _4_ _1931
29259 5 7450.000 3 030 17.346 9.446
29259 6 7450.000 3 636 17.347 0.239
29259 7 7450.000 4 242 17.347 0.129
29259 8 7450.000 4 848 17.347 0.069
29259 9 7450.000 5 454 17.347 0.037
29259 10 7450.000 6.060 17,343 0.020

Figure 2 Output File for Input Data Shown in Table 1
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Figure 3 Sorbent Life as a Function of Bed Depth for 114 Inch
Diameter Spheres for a GBF Applied to the KRW Gasifier
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Figure 4 Sorbent Utilization as a Function of Bed Depth
for 1/4 Inch Diameter Spheres for a GBF Applied to the
KRW Gasifier

6.06 i0 7450 I0 .003 .004 1450 .49 14100 1630 2645 1144 23.2 i0 .004 .O01
6.458239 .1623033 1.655955E-02 1.517626 1.1304E-07 5.999999E-03 794.1995 102.7893 2.783724E-03 4511677
1.593864E-03 202

TIME LENGTH TIME, LENGTH, PELLET, GAS OUT,
STEP STEP HR M WT % Na PPMV

i0 1 8425.000 0.606 22 366 I0.000
10 2 8425.000 1.212 22 366 i0.000
10 3 8425.000 1.818 22 366 i0.000
I0 4 8425.000 2.424 22 366 10.000
10 5 8425.000 3.030 22 366 10.000

i0 6 8425.000 3.636 22 365 9.992
10 7 8425.000 4.242 22.328 9.394
10 8 8425.000 4.848 20.658 6.643
I0 9 8425.000 5.454 14.348 2.317
i0 I0 8425.000 6.060 4.635 0.019

Figure 5 Model Results for Fixed Bed Reactor Using Input from Figure A.1



APPENDIX B

COST ESTIMATE FOR THE

PRODUCTION OF GBF MEDIA

SUMMARY

Plant scale processes have been developed to estimate the capital

and operating costs to produce a GBF media of limestone and clay at

three different production rates. The production rates chosen were

5,000 ton/yr, 50,000 ton/yr, and 500,000 ton/yr. For a 5,000,000

ton/yr media production rate, the 500,000 ton/yr process would be
built tenfold.

To develop the plant processes and cost estimates for the three

production rates, assumptions had to be made concerning the media

composition, i.e. the sorbent formulation. Of the 68 possible
formulations, a single formulation was chosen as the base case.

This formulation is 6 mm pellets of 80% less than 149 micron

limestone with 5% montmorillonite clay and 10% dry binder addition

of portland cement (PC III). The pellets would be formed by disc

pelletization requiring 20% pellet moisture and moist environment
curing for 72 hours.

As a comparison to the base case sorbent formulation chosen, lower

and upper limits of the capital and operating costs were also

developed using the remaining formulations. The only assumption
made was that the pellets were of 6 mm size. The lower limit

formulation is pellets of 80% less than 149 micron limestone with

5% kaolin clay requiring no binder addition. These pellets would

be formed by disc pelletization requiring 20% pellet moisture and

no curing. For the upper limit, there are two formulations. T**_

highest capital cost is for pellets of 80% less than 44 micron

limestone with 5% attapulgite clay, and 2% bentonite and 10%

calcium sulfate binders. These pellets would be formed by

extrusion requiring 20% pellet moisture followed by spheronization

and moist environment curing for 72 hours. The highest operating

cost is for pellets of 80% less than 44 micron limestone with 5%

attapulgite clay and 4% sodium silicate binder. These pellets

would be formed by extrusion requiring 20% pellet moisture followed

by spheronization and drying to 5% pellet moisture.

Table 1 gives the results of the cost estimate.



Table i Cost Estimate for GBF Media Production

Production

Rate Capital Cost Operating Cost

ton/yr MS S/ton

Base Range Base Range

5,000 2.5 2.14 - 2.82 152.01 137.83 - 200.31
50,000 4.38 3.67 - 5.11 39.72 31.12 - 86.10

500,000 15.29 12.29 - 16.96 26.90 19.17 - 71.93

The cost estimates are accurate to -20% and +40%. At production

rates less than 5,000 ton/yr, it is likely that a toll manufacturer

could be found to produce the filter media at a cost comparable, if

not less than, that of a dedicated plant.

The following sections contain the supporting information for the

development of the cost estimate.

PLANT PROCESS

I. Process Description

The process description for the base case sorbent formulation,

6 mm pellets of 80% less than 149 micron limestone with 5%

montmorillonite clay and 10% portland cement binder, is

similar for all production rates. The only differences are

the quantity, capacity, and throughput of each piece of

equipment, and an additional conveyor when needed to minimize

plant elevation. Refer to Figure i, Process Flow Schematic
for GBF Media Production, for a schematic of the process being
described.

a. Limestone Unloading and Storage

Limestone is received in truck or railcar quantities and

is unloaded pneumatically into the storage silo (T-100).

A blower (BL-101) provides the conveying air for the

limestone. A bin vent filter (F-102) is mounted on the

silo to control dust from pneumatic unloading.

b. Limestone Preparation

Limestone from the storage silo gravity flows to a

conveying screw (FD-103) which feeds the bucket elevator

(BE-104). The elevator lifts the limestone to the roller



Figure I Process Flow Schematic for GBF Media Production



mill (G-105). The roller mill pulverizes the material to

the required particle size. Pulverized limestone gravity

flows to the surge bin (T-106).

c. Limestone Transfer to Process

From the surge bin, limestone gravity flows to the weigh

feeder (FD-107) which meters the limestone to the mixing

system.

For the 50,000 and 500,000 ton/yr production rates, an

additional bucket elevator (BE-108) is required to lift

the limestone, clay, and binder to the mixing screw
elevation.

d. Clay Unloading and Storage

Clay is received in truck or railcar quantities and is

unloaded pneumatically into the storage silo (T-200). A

blower (BL-201) provides the conveying air for the clay.

A bin vent filter (F-202) is mounted on the silo to

control dust from pneumatic unloading.

e. Clay Transfer to Process

From the storage silo, clay gravity flows to the weigh

feeder (FD-203) which meters the clay to the mixing

system.

f. Binder Unloading and Storage

Dry binder is received in truck or railcar quantities and

is unloaded pneumatically into the storage silo (T-300).

A blower (BL-301) provides the conveying air. A bin vent

filter (F-302) is mounted on the silo.

g. Binder Transfer to Process

Binder gravity flows to the weigh feeder (FD-303) from

the storage silo. The feeder meters and discharges the

binder to the mixing system.

The limestone, clay, and binder weigh belt feeders have

variable speed controls to adjust the addition rate to

process demand.

h. Mixing System

Limestone, clay, and binder are mixed and pre-wetted in

a mixing screw (FD-400). Near the inlet of the screw,

the dry materials are mixed. Within the last half of the

screw length, nozzles spray water to initially wet the
mixture providing a consistency which will tumble instead

4



of slide in the disc pelletizer.

The mixing screw controls the feed rate to the disc

pe±letizer (M-401). The screw has variable speed

controls to adjust the feed rate to the pelletizer.

i. Agglomerating System

The wetted mixture from the mixing screw is agglomerated

on the disc pelletizer to form pellets of approximately

6 mm diameter. The pellets discharge from the pelletizer

to scalping screens (SS-402) which obtain the required
size pellets. Oversized and undersized pellets are

discharged to the bucket elevator (BE-403) which takes

the material to the inlet of the crusher (G-404). The

crusher crushes the material and discharges to the feed

chute of the pelletizer. The 6 mm diameter pellets

gravity flow to a bucket elevator (BE-500) which feeds

the curing and storage system.

A water hold tank (T-405) stores spray water. The water

gravity flows to the pump (P-406) which boosts the water
pressure for delivery to the mixing screw and pelletizer

spray nozzles.

j. Curing and Storage System

Sized pellets are conveyed to the storage silos with belt

conveyors (BC-501 and BC-502) which take the discharge
from the bucket elevator (BE-500). The belt conveyors

fill each of the three storage silos (T-503, T-504, and

T-505). The storage silos hold and cure the pellets.

A humidifying system (H-506) provides moisture to the _

silos for the hydraulic binder reactions. The pellets

are stored (cured) in the silos for 72 hours.

k. Product Packaging System

After the pellets are cured, they are unloaded to trucks

or packaged in mini-ton bags (27 cu.ft.). Pellets from

the storage silos are discharged to a belt conveyor (BC-

600) that feeds a bucket elew_tor (BE-601). The bucket

elevator takes the pellets to the scalping screen (SS-

602) to remove the broken pellets and fines, and then

feeds the truck loading system (TL-603) or the bag
loading system (BL-604). The truck loading system

includes an elevated, retractable spout with dust

suppression equipment and bulk load scale. The bag

" loading system is complete to load and weigh mini-ton

bags for shipment.
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I. Miscellaneous

An air compressor (C-700) is required to supply the

compressed air to the plant to operate equipment and
instrumentation.

Likewise, the lower and upper limit formulations have similar

process descriptions for all production rates. The process

description for the lower limit formulation of 6 mm pellets of

80% less than 149 micron limestone with 5% kaolinite clay and

no binder addition is simpler than the base case formulation

description. The process would not require the binder

unloading, storage, and feed system (300 series equipment),

the storage belt conveyors (BC-501 and BC-502) except BC-501

needed for the largest production rate, two of the storage

silos (T-504 and T-505), and the humidifying system (H-506).

For the highest capital cost of 6 mm pellets of 80% less than

44 micron limestone with 5% attapulgite clay and 2% bentonite

and 10% calcium sulfate binders, the process description is
more extensive than the base case. An additional binder

addition system is required which includes the storage silo,

unloading blower, vent filter, and weigh feeder (similar to

300 series). The finer ground limestone requires a larger

roller mill system (G-105). An extrusion mill (M-407) is

required to extrude cylindrical pellets and the pelletizer (M-
401) is used for spheronization. For binders other than

portland cement and calcium sulfate products, the highest

capital cost process would require a drying system to reduce
pellet moisture from 20% to 5%.

2. Equipment List

An equipment list has been developed for the base case sorbent

formulation at the three production rates. Included in the

list are major process equipment, tanks, bins, conveyors, raw

material unloading and storage equipment, limestone processing

equipment, and product storage and packaging systems. Table

2 gives a listing of the equipment classified into the three
production rates.

Also included in Tables 3 and 4 are listings of the alternate

equipment required for the lower and upper limit formulations.



Table 2 Equipment List

Base Case Formulation Description

Item No. Name 5,000 tpy 50,000 tpy 500,000 tpy

T-100 Limestone 1700 cu.ft., 8000 cu.ft., 35000 cu.ft.,

Storage Silo C.S. C.S. C.S., 2 req.

BL-101 Limestone P.D., 2100 P.D., 2100 P.D., 2800 cfm

Unloading cfm @ 13 cfm @ 13 @ 15 psig, 300

Blower psig, 200 hp psig, 200 hp hp, 4 req.

F-102 Limestone 445 sq.ft., 445 sq. ft., 1346 sq.ft.,
Vent Filter C.S. C.S. C.S., 2 req.

FD-103 Limestone 4 in. dia.x 9 in. dia. x 12 in. dia. x

Conveying ii ft. long, 17 ft. long, 25 ft. long,
Screw C.S., 1/2 hp C.S., 3 hp C.S., i0 hp,

2 req.

BE-104 Limestone 76 ft., 81 ft., ii0 ft.,

Bucket C.S., C.S., C.S., 15 hp,

Elevator 3 hp 5 hp 2 req.

G-105 Limestone 0.7 tph, 7 tph, 35 tph, 1050

Roller Mill 28 hp 236 hp hp, 2 req.

T-106 Limestone 200 cu.ft., 2000 cu.ft., i0000 cu.ft.,

Surge Bin C.S. C.S. C.S., 2 req.

FD-107 Limestone 0.7 tph, ii 7 tph, 16 35 tph, 22 ft

Weigh ft. long, ft. long, long, 1 1/2
Feeder 1 1/4 hp 1 hp hp, 2 req.

BE-108 Mixer Bucket N/R 53 ft., 68 ft., 7 1/2
Elevator 3 hp hp, 2 req.

T-200 Clay 900 cu.ft., 900 cu.fto, 8000 cu.ft.,

Storage Silo C.S. C.S. C.S.

BL-201 Clay P.Do, 900 P.D., 900 P.D., 900
Unloading cfm @ 12 cfm @ 12 cfm @ 12

Blower psig, 75 hp psig, 75 hp psig, 75 hp

F-202 Clay Vent 254 sq. ft., 254 sq.ft., 254 sq.ft.,
Filter C.S. C.S. C.S.

FD-203 Clay 140 pph, 15 0.7 tph, 22 3.5 tph, 27 ft.

Weigh ft. long, ft. long, long, 2 1/4
Feeder 3/4 hp 1 1/2 hp hp, 2 req.
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Table 2 Equipment List (cont)

Base Case Formulation Description

Item No. Name 5,000 tpy 50,000 tpy 500,000 tpy

T-300 Binder 900 cu.ft., 900 cu.ft., 9000 cu.ft.,

Storage Silo C.S. C.S. C.S.

BL-301 Binder P.D., 1700 P.D., 1700 P.D., 1700

Unloading cfm @ 12 cfm @ 12 cfm @ 12
Blower psig, 125 hp psig, 125 hp psig, 125 hp

F-302 Binder 339 sq.ft., 339 sq. ft., 339 sq.ft.,
Vent Filter C.S. C.S. C.S.

FD-303 Binder 160 pph, 17 0.8 tph, 30 4 tph, 22 ft.

Weigh ft. long, ft. long, long, 1 1/2
Feeder 3/4 hp 1 3/4 hp hp, 2 req.

FD-400 Mixing 4 in. dia. x 9 in. dia. x 14 in. dia. x
Screw 18 ft. long, 24 ft. long, 27 ft. long,

C.S., 1 hp C.S., 5 hp C.S., I0 hp,
2 req.

M-401 Disc 4 ft.-6 in. i0 ft. dia. 20 ft. dia.

Pelletizer dia. pan, pan, C.S., pan, C.S., 140

C.S., 4 bp 40 hp hp, 2 req.

SS-402 Scalping 2 ft.x 6 ft., 3 ft.x 8 ft., 4 ft.x i0 ft.,
Screens C.S., 3 hp C.S., 3 hp C.S., 3 hp,

2 req.

BE-403 Recycle 59 ft., 76 ft., 108 ft.,
Bucket C.S., C.S., C.S.,

Elevator 3 hp 3 hp 15 hp

G-404 Pellet 0.3 tph, 3 tph, 30 tph,

Crusher 18 hp 109 hp 852 hp

T-405 Water 300 gal., 3000 gal., 30000 gal.,
Tank C.S. C.S. C.S.

P-406 Water 0.7 gpm @ 6 gpm @ 30 gpm @ 30

Spray 30 psig, 30 psig, psig, 1 1/2

Pump 1/2 hp 3/4 hp hp, 2 req.

BE-500 Storage 58 ft., 84 ft., 124 ft.,
Bucket C.S., C.S., C.S., 15

Elevator 3 hp 5 hp hp, 2 req.



Table 2 Equipment List (cont)

Base Case Formulation Description

Item No. Name 5,000 tpy 50,000 tpy 500,000 tpy

BC-501 Storage Belt 1 tph, i0 tph, 50 tph, 42

Conveyor 12 ft. 20 ft. ft., 2 req.

BC-502 Storage Belt 1 tph, i0 tph, 50 tph, 85

Conveyor 32 ft. 50 ft. ft., 2 req.

T-503 Storage 900 cu.ft., 9000 cu.ft., 45000 cu.ft.,
Silo C.S. C.S. C.S., 2 req.

T-504 Storage 900 cu.ft., 9000 cu.ft., 45000 cu.ft.,
Silo C.S. C.S. C.S., 2 req.

T-505 Storage 900 cu.ft., 9000 cu.ft., 45000 cu.ft.,
Silo C.S. C.S. C.S., 2 req.

H-506 Humidifying 40 pph unit, 120 pph unit, 300 pph unit,

System 3 req. 3 req. 6 req.

BC-600 Unloading 25 tph, 25 tph, 50 tph, i01
Belt 40 ft. 64 ft. ft., 2 req.

Conveyor

BE-601 Unloading 58 ft., 63 ft., 64 ft.,

Bucket C.S., C.S., C.S., i0

Elevator 7 1/2 hp 7 1/2 hp hp, 2 req.

SS-602 Scalping 3 ft.x 8 ft., 3 ft.x 8 ft., 4 ft.x i0 ft.,
Screen C.S., 3 hp C.S., 3 hp C.S., 3 hp,

2 req.

TL-603 Truck 25 tph, 25 tph, 50 tph,

Loading dust supp., dust supp., dust supp.,

System retractable retractable retractable,
2 req.

BL-604 Bag Loading 6 bph, mini- 6 bph, mini- 6 bph, mini-ton

System ton bags ton bags bags, 2 req.

C-700 Compressed i00 cfm 200 scfm 600 scfm

Air System @ 125 psig, @ 125 psig, @ 125 psig,
30 hp 50 hp 150 hp



Table 3 Equipment List

Lower Limit Formulation Description

Item No. Name 5,000 tpy 50,000 tpy 500,000 tpy

T-100 Limestone 9000 cu.ft.,

Storage Silo C.S.

T-200 Clay 7000 cu.ft.,
Storage Silo C.S.

BE-500 Storage 51 ft., 79 ft., 119 ft.,

Bucket C.S., C.S., C.S., 15

Elevator 3 hp 5 hp hp, 2 req.

BC-600 Unloading 25 tph, 25 tph, 50 tph,
Belt 13 ft. 18 ft. 25 ft.,

Conveyor 2 req.

C-700 Compressed i00 scfm 200 scfm

Air System @ 125 psig, @ 125 psig,

30 hp 50 hp

I0



Table 4 Equipment List

Upper Limit Formulation Description

Item No. Name 5,000 tpy 50,000 tpy 500,000 tpy

BE-104 Limestone 78 ft., 85 ft., 112 ft.,
Bucket C.S., C.S., C.S., 25 hp

Elevator 3 hp 3 hp 2 req.

G-105 Limestone 0.7 tph, 7 tph, 35 tph, 1350

Roller Mill 38 hp 337 hp hp, 2 req.

FD-303 Binder 160 pph, 20 0.8 tph, 26

Weigh ft. long, ft. long,
Feeder 3/4 hp 1 3/4 hp

T-304 Binder 900 cu.ft., 900 cu.ft., 3000 cu.ft.,

Storage Silo C.S. C.S. C.S.

BL-305 Binder P.D., 900 P.D., 900 P.D., 900

Unloading cfm @ 12 cfm @ 12 cfm @ 12

Blower psig, 75 hp psig, 75 hp psig, 75 hp

F-306 Binder 254 sq.ft., 254 sq.ft., 254 sq. ft.,
Vent Filter C.S. C.S. C.S.

FD-307 Binder 35 pph, 19 350 pph, 34 0.85 tph, 34

Weigh ft. long, ft. long, ft. long, 1 1/2
Feeder 3/4 hp 1 1/4 hp hp, 2 req.

FD-400 Mixing 4 in. dia. x 9 in. dia. x 14 in. dia. x
Screw II ft. long, ii ft. long, 9 ft. long,

C.S., 1 hp C.S., 5 hp C.S., i0 hp,
2 req.

M-401 Disc 4 ft.-6 in. i0 ft. dia. 20 ft. dia.

Pelletizer dia. pan, pan, C.S., pan, C.S., 125
C.S., 3 hp 30 hp hp, 2 req.

M-407 Extrusion 1 tph, i0 tph, 25 tph, 125
Mill 7 1/2 hp 60 hp hp, 4 req.
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3. Process Layout

The process equipment given in the equipment list has been

arranged in a proposed plant layout for the base case

formulation at the three production rates. Figure B.2 shows

the proposed layout for the 5,000 ton/yr production rate. For
50,000 and 500,000 ton/yr production rates, the layouts are

very similar to Figure 2. Gravity transfer has been utilized

where possible and the plant is enclosed within a building
structure.

At the 5,000 ton/yr production rate, the plant requires

approximately 3,800 square feet of ground floor area,

excluding truck access areas, with a maximum vertical ceiling

height of i00 feet. There are four main bay areas required in

the structure to support the equipment. These bays occur at
approximately 15, 30, 50, and 65 feet above ground level.

Intermediate platform levels are required to access all

equipment.

For the 50,000 and 500,000 ton/yr production rates for the
base case formulation, the plants require approximately 8,500

and 34,800 square feet of ground floor area with a maximum

vertical ceiling height of 90 and 130 feet above ground level,

respectively. There are three main bay areas required in the

50,000 tpy plant at 15, 40, and 65 feet above ground level

with intermediate platform levels. There are four main bay

areas required in the 500,000 tpy plant at 15, 50, 70, and I00

feet above ground level with intermediate platforming.

Space for utility equipment is not included in the plant

layouts.

Descriptions of the plant layout for the lower and upper limit
sorbent formulations are summarized below.

Production Rate, ton/yr

5,000 50,000 500,000

Lower Limit Formulation:

Space, sq.ft. 3,400 6,100 23,100

Roof Height, ft. i00 90 130

No. of Main Bays 4 3 4

Upper Limit Formulation:

Space, sq.ft. 4,200 12,300 37,600

Roof Height, ft. i00 90 130

No. of Main Bays 4 3 4
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Figure 2 Process Layout for 5,000 tpy
Production Rate
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4. Utility Consumption

Preliminary utility usages for all of the sorbent formulations
at the three production rates have been developed. Plant

process on-stream times of approximately 90% have been
assumed. The utility usages for the base case formulation and

the range for all formulations are estimated as follows:

Production Rate, ton/yr

Utility 5,000 50,000 500,000

Base Range Base Range Base Range

Electricity 52 46-68 289 271-437 2633 2519-

(kW) 3710

Compressed Air 30 23-34 62 42-72 299 198-

(scfm @ i00 psig) 338
Natural Gas 0 0-i0 0 0-94 0 O-

(scfm) 937

5. Raw Materials Usage

Preliminary raw material usages have been developed. A

material loss of approximately 10% has been assumed for each

process. Losses are due te fines production and material lost

during handling (conveying, processing, etc.).

Overall raw material usages for production rates of 5,000,

50,000, and 500,000 ton/yr at the base case and remaining
formulations are as follows:

Material Usage, ton/ton product

Base Range

Limestone 0.797 0.750 - 1.057

Clay 0.052 0.045 - 0.185

Binder 0.090 0 - 0.153

Water 0.170 0.090 - 0.204
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COST ESTIMATE

Order-of-magnitude cost estimates have been developed for the three

sorbent formulations at the three production rates. These
estimates are accurate to -20% to +40% and are shown in Tables 5,

6, and 7. They include all direct and indirect costs. The land

for the plants is assumed to be available and is not part of the

project cost.

The costs were developed as follows:

i. Direct Costs

a. Process Equipment

The equipment in the process description was sized as

given in the equipment lists. Vendor verbal quotes were
obtained and the costs are listed in Tables 8, 9, and i0.

b. Equipment Installation

Man-hours were estimated for removing the process

equipment from a truck, setting it in place, bolting it

down, and weldingto adjacent components for multiple

section equipment. A rate of $40 per hour was used for
labor.

c. Civil/Structural

The civil/structural work was estimated for land that is

ready for plant installation requiring minor excavation

and backfill. Work includes the substructures (concrete

foundation and pedestals, grouting, anchor bolts, etc.),

the superstructures (steelwork for equipment, platforms,

stairways, etc.), and the building enclosure.

d. Piping and Ductwork

Piping and ductwork was assumed to be all carbon steel

pipe and plate. Individual pipe and duct sizes were
estimated based on flow rates and runs were estimated

from the plant layouts. Costs were estimated based on

the quantity of materials needed and the number of

connections required. Labor cost was estimated at $40

per hour. An additional allowance of 100% was added for

valves, fittings, and installation difficulties.

e. Electrical

Electrical work was based on the installed motor

horsepower for each motor and a factor of $200 per
horsepower.

15



f. Instrumentation

Instrumentation devices were estimated from previous

boiler processes and costed out based on previous

purchases. The installation of the instrumentation was

assumed to be equal to the instrument costs.

g. Painting and Insulation

Painting and insulation work was based on a factor of

approximately 3.7% of the total direct cost.

h. Auxiliary Facilities

Plant services such as water, electricity, and natural

gas was based on a factor of approximately 10% of the
total direct cost.

i. Insurance, Taxes and Freight

The costs for insurance, taxes, and freight were based on

a factor of approximately 3.5% of the total direct cost.

2. Indirect Costs

a. Home Office Expenses

This category includes costs for engineering, purchasing,

and construction supervision. It was assumed to be 12%

of the total project cost.

b. Field Expenses

This category includes costs for construction which

include materials, tools and rentals, taxes, permits,

insurance, and contractors fee. These costs were assumed

to be 8% of the total project cost.

c. Contingency

A 10% contingency was used based on the total project
cost.

16



Table 5 Cost Estimate, kS

Base Case Fo;mulq_ion Production Rate, ton/yr

5.00_ 50.000 500,000

Process Equipment 888.7 1,569 5,461.9
Equipment Installation 103.7 180.5 560.7

Civil/Structural 140.5 327.9 1,059.1
Piping and Ductwork 89.2 157.1 546.6

Electrical 96 166.3 965.8

Instrumentation 120.8 120.8 204.4

Painting and Insulation 63.9 112.2 390.3

Auxiliary Facilities 183.3 323.3 1,126.5

Insurance, Taxes, Freight 61.7 108.8 378.9

Total Direct Cost 1,747.8 3,065.9 10,694.2

Home Office Expenses 299.6 526.2 1,830.1

Field Expenses 199.1 352.6 1,235.5

Contingency 249.4 437.4 1,525.7

Total Indirect Cost 748.1 1,316.2 4,591.3

TOTAL PROJECT COST 2,495.9 4,382.1 15,285.5
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Table 6 Cost Estimate, kS

Lower Limit Formulation Production Rate, ton/yr

.............. _,000 .......50.QO0_ 50Q,,O00

Process Equipment 777.9 1,348.8 4,346.8

Equipment Installation 84.5 148.8 460.8

Civil/Structural 130.2 248.7 736

Piping and Ductwork 79.1 138.2 463.3
Electrical 70.6 140.6 939

Instrumentation 100.6 100.6 164.2

Painting and Insulation 55.3 96 321.7

Auxiliary Facilities 149.6 259.4 869.4

Insurance, Taxes, Freight 52.4 90.8 304.3

Total Direct Cost 1,500.2 2,571.9 8_605.5

Home Office Expenses 255.6 439.7 1,486.3

Field Expenses 172.4 294.1 972.3

Contingency 214.1 366.9 1,227.7

Total Indirect Cost 642.1 1,100.7 3,686.3

TOTAL PROJECT COST 2,142.3 3,672.6 12,291.8
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Table 7 cost Estimate, kS

Upper Limit Formulation Production Rate, ton/yr

5,000 ......50,00,0 500,_,000,

Process Equipment 990.6 1,800.5 6,015.9

Equipment Installation 138.2 258.5 792.6

Civil/Structural 150.9 382.7 1,130.3

Piping and Ductwork 108.9 196.3 643.7
Electrical 112.5 191.6 1,029.6

Instrumentation 131.1 131.1 220.6

Painting and Insulation 72.8 132.8 438.9

Auxiliary Facilities 196.7 357.5 1,186.4
Insurance, Taxes, Freight 68.8 125..3 415.3

Total Direct Cost 1,970.5 3,576.3 11,873.3

Home Office Expenses 338.2 612 2,030.6

Field Expenses 225.3 408.6 1,356.6

Contingency 281.8 510.3 1,694.6

Total Indirect Cost 845.3 1,530.9 5,081.8

TOTAL PROJECT COST 2,815.8 5,107.2 16,955.1
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Table 8 Equipment Cost, kS

Base Case Formulation Production Rate, ton/yr

Item No. Name 5,.000 50,000 500,000 Vendor
Limestone

T-100 Storage Silo 21.5 55.9 355.1 CPC

BL-101 Unloading Blower 36.8 36.8 260 Aerzen
F-102 Bin Vent Filter 8.2 8.2 28.3 Flex-Kleen

FD-103 Conveying Screw 1.7 5.3 18 Hutchinson
BE-104 Bucket Elevator 33.5 34.1 46.8 Rexnord

G-105 Roller Mill 160 375 1,200 Williams

T-106 Surge Bin 2.8 21.6 126.7 CPC

FD-107 Weigh Feeder 26.1 27 60 Thayer Scale

BE-108 Bucket Elevator N/R 2_ 66.8 Rexnord

Clay

T-200 Storage Silo 12.9 12.9 55.9 CPC _

BL-201 Unloading Blower 14.5 14.5 14.5 Aerzen
F-202 Bin Vent Filter 5.5 5.5 5.5 Flex-Kleen

FD-203 Weigh Feeder 26 26.9 56.8 Thayer Scale
Binder

T-300 Storage Silo 12.9 12.9 61.3 CPC

BL-301 Unloading Blower 23.5 23.5 23.5 Aerzen
F-302 Bin Vent Filter 6.1 6.1 6.1 Flex-Kleen

FD-303 Weigh Feeder 26.1 27.5 60 Thayer Scale
Process

FD-400 Mixing Screw 2.8 7.4 25.4 Hutchinson
M-401 Disc Pelletizer 25 108 588.6 Ferro-Tech

SS-402 Scalping Screens 13.9 18.6 41.6 Tyler
BE-403 Bucket Elevator 29.3 33.2 46.6 Rexnord

G-404 Pellet Crusher 170 275 500 Williams
T-405 Water Tank 1.8 8.1 47 CPC

P-406 Water Spray Pump 0.5 0.5 1.3 Price Pump

Storaqe
BE-500 Bucket Elevator 28.8 34.1 99 Rexnord

BC-501 Belt Conveyor 1.8 3 10.6 FEI

BC-502 Belt Conveyor 3.1 5.5 17.8 FEI

T-503 Storage Tank 12.9 61.3 431.3 CPC

T-504 Storage Tank 12.9 61.3 431.3 CPC

T-505 Storage Tank 12.9 61.3 431.3 CPC

H-506 Humidifying System 7.5 9.8 30.4 Herrmidifier

Unloadinq and Packaqing

BC-600 Belt Conveyor 4.8 6.8 20.5 FEI
BE-601 Bucket Elevator 31.6 32.5 65.4 Rexnord

SS-602 Scalping Screen 16.8 16.8 37.4 Tyler

TL-603 Truck Loading 46.8 46.S 73.2 Hutchinson

BL-604 Bag Loading 30 30 60 Hutchinson
Miscellaneous

C-700 Compressed Air 17.4 27.3 57.9 Ingersoll-
Rand

EQUIPMENT TOTAL 888.7 1,569 5,461.9
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Table 9 Equipment Cost, kS

Lower Limit Formulation Production Rate, ton/yr

Item No. Name 5,000 50,000 500,000 Vendor
Limestone

T-100 Storage Silo 5.4 CPC

Clay

T-200 Storage Silo (5.4) CPC
Binder

T-300 Storage Silo (12.9) (12.9) (61.3) CPC

BL-301 Unloading Blower (23.5) (23.5) (23.5) Aerzen

F-302 Bin Vent Filter (6.1) (6.1) (6.1) Flex-Kleen

FD-303 Weigh Feeder (26.1) (27.5) (60) Thayer Scale

Storage

BE-500 Bucket Elevator (1.7) (0.9) (i.0) Rexnord

BC-501 Belt Conveyor (i.8) (3) FEI

BC-502 Belt Conveyor (3.1) (5.5) (17.8) FEI

T-504 Storage Tank (12.9) (61.3) (431.3) CPC

T-505 Storage Tank (12.9) (61.3) (431.3) CPC

H-506 Humidifying System (7.5) (9.8) (30.4) Herrmidifier

Unloadinq and Packaqing

BC-600 Belt Conveyor (2.3) (3.9) (16.4) FEI
Miscellaneous

C-700 Compressed Air (9.9) (30.6) I-R

DIFFERENCE TOTAL (110.8) (220.2) (1,115.1)

BASE CASE EQUIPMENT 888.7 1,569 5,461.9

EQUIPMENT TOTAL 777.9 1,348.8 4,346.8
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Table 10 Equipment Cost, kS

Upper Limit Formulation Production Rate, ton/yr

Item No. Name 5,000 50,000 500,000 Vendor
Limestone

BE-104 Bucket Elevator 0.5 0.8 0.4 Rexnord

G-105 Roller Mill 25 75 200 Williams

Binder

FD-303 Weigh Feeder 0.2 (0.2) Thayer Scale
T-304 Storage Silo 12.9 12.9 29.4 CPC

BL-305 Unloading Blower 14.5 14.5 14.5 Aerzen
F-306 Bin Vent Filter 5.5 5.5 5.5 Flex-Kleen

FD-307 Weigh Feeder 26.3 27.5 57.6 Thayer Scale
Process

FD-400 Mixing Screw (0.5) (1.5) (3.4) Hutchinson

M-401 Disc Pelletizer (0.5) (3) (i0) Ferro-Tech
M-407 Extrusion Mill 18 i00 260 Bonnot

DIFFERENCE TOTAL 101.9 231.5 554

BASE CASE EQUIPMENT 888.7 1,569 5,461.9

EQUIPMENT TOTAL 990.6 1,800.5 6,015.9
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OPERATING COST

Operating costs were developed for the three sorbent formulations

at each of the three production rates. Tables ii, 12, and 13 show

in detail the operating costs.

The operating costs were developed with the following basis:

Raw material usage was estimated assuming a material loss of

approximately 10%.

The cost of the raw materials was provided by the chemical vendors.

Limestone is Longview as provided by Dravo. Clays are kaolinite,

montmorillonite, and attapulgite as provided by Albion Kaolin

Company and Floridin. Binders are portland cement and boric acid

as provided by National Cement and North American Chemicals_

Utility costs for water, electricity, and natural gas were

estimated at $0.0017 per gallon, $0.08 per kWH, and $0.009 per scf,

respectively. Compressed air costs have been included with the

electricity usage.

Packaging of the product was assumed to be by bulk truck or
railcar.

Labor was based on three operators per shift at the 5,000 and

50,000 tpy rates. These operators would also perform quality

control and product packaging. Four operators per shift are

required at the 500,000 tpy rate. Operator yearly salary was

estimated at $60,000.

For the 500,000 tpy rate, quality control and product packaging

would require two operators per shift. Operator yearly salary was

estimated at $50,000.

Maintenance was based on one mechanic full time at the 5,000 tpy

rate, two mechanics full time at the 50,000 tpy rate, and three

mechanics full time at the 500,000 tpy rate. Mechanic yearly

salary was estimated at $40,000.

Depreciation was based on an ii year straight line rate for

chemical plants.
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Table 11 Operating Cost

Base Case Formulation

Usage, Cost,

units/ton Cost, S/ton of
units of Product S/unit Product

Limestone ton 0.797 i0.00 7.97

Clay ton 0.051 90.00 4.59
Binder ton 0.090 72.00 6.48

Water gal 69.6 0.0017 0.12

Electricity kWH 93.4 0.08 7.47

Labor yr 360,000 72.00

Maintenance yr 40,000 8.00

Depreciation yr 226,900 45.38

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 5,000 TPY PRODUCTION $152.01/ton

Limestone ton 0.797 i0.00 7.97

Clay ton 0.051 90.00 4.59
Binder ton 0.090 72.00 6.48

Water gal 52.1 0.0017 0.09

Electricity kWH 47.7 0.08 3.82

Labor yr 360,000 7.20

Maintenance yr 80,000 1.60

Depreciation yr 398,400 7.97

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 50,000 TPY PRODUCTION $39.72/ton

Limestone ton 0.797 i0.00 7.97

Clay ton 0.051 90.00 4.59
Binder ton 0.090 72.00 6.48

Water gal 46.5 0.0017 0.08

Electricity kWH 42.5 0.08 3.40

Labor yr 480,000 0.96

Quality Control yr 200,000 0.40
Maintenance yr 120,000 0.24

Depreciation yr 1,389,600 2.78

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 500,000 TPY PRODUCTION $26.90/ton
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Table 12 Operating Cost

Lower Limit Formulation

Usage, Cost,

units/ton Cost, S/ton of
Units of Product S/unit Product

Limestone ton 0.890 i0.00 8.90

Clay ton 0.046 59.50 2.74
Binder ton 0 0.00 0.00

Water gal 44.8 0.0017 0.08

Electricity kWH 90.4 0.08 7.23

Labor yr 360,000 72.00

Quality Control yr 40,000 8.00

Depreciation yr 194,800 38.96

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 5,000 TPY PRODUCTION $137.83/ton

Limestone ton 0.890 i0.00 8.90

Clay ton 0.046 59.50 2.74
Binder ton 0 0.00 0.00

Water gal 44.8 0.0017 0.08

Electricity kWH 49.0 0.08 3.92

Labor yr 360,000 7.20

Maintenance yr 80,000 1.60

Depreciation yr 333,900 6.68

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 50,000 TPY PRODUCTION $31.12/ton

Limestone ton 0.890 I0.00 8.90

Clay ton 0.046 59.50 2.74
Binder ton 0 0.00 0.00

Water gal 44.8 0.0017 0.08

Electricity kWH 45.2 0.08 3.62

Labor yr 480,000 0.96

Quality Control yr 200,000 0.40

Maintenance yr 120,000 0.24

Depreciation yr 1,117,400 2.23

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 500,000 TPY PRODUCTION $19.17/ton
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Table 13 Operating Cost

Upper Limit Formulation

Usage, Cost,

units/ton Cost, S/ton of
Units of Product S/unit Product

Limestone ton 1.013 i0.00 10.13

Clay ton 0.062 116.00 7.19
Binder ton 0.153 250.00 38.25

Water gal 25.7 0.0017 0.04

Electricity kWH 125.3 0.08 10.02
Natural Gas scf 886.4 0.009 7.98

Labor yr 360,000 72.00

Maintenance yr 40,000 8.00

Depreciation yr 233,500 46.70

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 5,000 TPY PRODUCTION $200.31/ton

Limestone ton 1.013 i0.00 10.13

Clay ton 0.062 116.00 7.19
Binder ton 0.153 250.00 38.25

Water gal 25.7 0.0017 0.04

Electricity kWH 66.6 0.08 5.33
Natural Gas scf 886.4 0.009 7.98

Labor yr 360,000 7.20

Maintenance yr 80,000 1.60

Depreciation yr 419,000 8.38

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 50,000 TPY PRODUCTION $86.10/ton

Limestone ton 1.013 i0.00 10.13

Clay ton 0.062 116.00 7.19
Binder ton 0.153 250.00 38.25

Water gal 25.7 0.0017 0.04

Electricity kWH 49.5 0.08 3.96
Natural Gas scf 886.4 0.009 7.98

Labor yr 480,000 0.96

Quality Control yr 200,000 0.40

Maintenance yr 120,000 0.24

Depreciation yr 1,388,000 2.78

TOTAL OPERATING COST FOR 500,000 TPY PRODUCTION $71.93/ton
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